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ABSTRACT
Optimum nitrogen (N) application is essential to the economic and environmental
sustainability of cotton production. Variable-rate N fertigation could potentially help
farmers optimize N applications, but current overhead irrigation systems normally lack
automated site-specific variable-rate fertigation capabilities. The objective of this
research was to develop and evaluate an automated variable-rate N fertigation system
based on real-time Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) measurements from
crop sensors integrated with a lateral move irrigation system. For this purpose, NDVI
crop sensors and a flow meter were integrated with Arduino microcontrollers and an
automated fertigation system was constructed. A computer program was developed to
automatically apply site-specific variable N rates based on real-time NDVI sensor data.
The system’s ability to use the crop sensor data to prescribe N rates, collect accurate
NDVI data from cotton plants on-the-go, the flow meter to monitor the flow of N, apply
variable rates of N, and a rotary encoder to establish the laterals position were evaluated
using linear regression, ANOVA, two-sample t-tests, and percentage error.
Results from this research showed that the system could accurately use NDVI
data to calculate N rates when compared to hand calculated N rates using a two-sample ttest (p>0.05). A two-sample t-test showed that the fertigation system’s sensor data
collection was greatly affected by variations of plant height and vigor when compared to
a UAV NDVI image (p<0.05). Linear regression showed a strong relationship between
flow rates measured using the flow meter and by hand (slope = 1.0056, R2 = 0.95) as well
as the measured distance travelled using the encoder and the actual distance travelled
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(slope = 0.9956, R2 = 0.99). Linear regression was used to compare the measured flow
rates against the target flow rates for the application accuracy tests. This analysis showed
little relationship between to the two populations (slope = 0.1483, R2 of 0.8043).
This research concludes that low-cost Arduino microcontrollers could be
integrated with NDVI sensors, flow control valves, flow meters, and rotary encoders to
automate N fertigation. Management decisions can be automated using NDVI data from
on-the-go handheld GreenSeeker crop sensors, but the crop sensors’ distance from the
plant canopy need to be adjusted during application. Additionally, the fertigation system
was not able to apply variable rates of N with the design tested. This was due to large
pressure fluctuations because the flow of N through the system was not constant
throughout application cycles. This research demonstrates how the fertigation system was
developed and highlights the aspects which can be improved as well as the current
benefits of the system’s design.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Upland cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L.) is an important fiber and oil seed crop
around the world (USDA, 2015b). Cotton fiber is mostly used for apparel but is also used
for home furnishings and industrial products (USDA, 2015b). The top four producers of
cotton are India, China, the United States, followed by Brazil and together account for
nearly 75% of the world’s most common organic textile (USDA-ERS, 2020). According
to the USDA the United states produced cotton on over ten million acres in 2013 and in
2020 produced over twenty million bales representing $7 billion in total value (USDA,
2015b; USDA-ERS, 2020). China is responsible for one-third of the global cotton mill
use, making them the leading processor of raw cotton fiber, while the United States is the
global leader for exporting cotton (USDA-ERS, 2001, 2020).
Cotton production requires high input levels of nitrogen, but under- and overapplication of nitrogen can have adverse effects on lint yields and incur unnecessary
monetary costs to farmers. Under nitrogen deficiency, plant growth, photosynthesis, lint
yield, and fiber quality are all degraded, thus reducing profits (Hake, Cassman, &
Ebelhar, 1991; Kablan et al., 2017; Khan et al., 2014; Khan, Najeeb, et al., 2017; Khan,
Tan, et al., 2017). Excessive nitrogen application causes an increased risk for boll rot,
pests, reduced yield and yield quality, and excessive vegetative growth leading to issues
with defoliation (Hearn, 1986; Porter, 2010). Nitrogen applied beyond what the cotton
plant needs causes reduced profits and increases environmental effects through leaching
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and runoff (Hake et al., 1991; Inman, Khosla, Westfall, & Reich, 2005; Williams et al.,
2018).
The Southeastern Coastal Plains (SCP) region is especially at risk of nitrogen loss
because of its sandy soils (Williams et al., 2018; Wright, Wiatrak, Rhoads, & Marois,
2002). Spatial variability of soil textures in the SCP makes over- and under-application of
nitrogen a difficult issue to address because diffing soil textures often contain different
nutrient holding capacities (Williams et al., 2019). Depending on multiple factors such as
plant stage, soil moisture content, soil quality and texture, and potential yield N rates
could vary above or below Clemson University Extension recommendations (Gerik,
Oosterhuis, & Torbert, 1998; Porter, 2010; Wiatrak, Khalilian, Wallace, Henderson, &
Hallmen, 2008). The costs associated with N management can be alleviated through the
use site-specific variable rate technology (Khalilian et al., 2017).
The site-specific N needs of cotton can be met using commercially available
variable rate N applicators that utilize map-based or on-the-go application rate decision
making systems. With the growing popularity of overhead irrigation systems in the south
eastern United States, N fertigation using these systems has become more common
among cotton producers; however, site-specific variable rate N applicator systems are not
commercially available for these fertigation systems (Williams et al., 2018).
Previous work by Clemson University researchers aimed to provide a map-based
site-specific lateral-move fertigation system to cotton producers in the SCP (Williams et
al., 2018). This fertigation system injected N into the irrigation drops of the lateral right
before the water was applied to the field which allowed the fertigation system to apply a
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variety of N rates along the length of the lateral in conjunction with variable rate
irrigation. The N supplied to the system was regulated using a manually operated flow
control bypass system which required the operator to be present for the entire duration of
the N application process.
The site-specific N needs of a cotton plant can be assessed using Clemson sensorbased cotton N rate algorithm which utilizes normalized difference vegetation index
(NDVI) to gauge a cotton plant’s response to additional N (Porter, 2010). NDVI sensors
could be added to the fertigation system developed by Williams et al. in 2018 to allow the
system to automatically determine site-specific N rates on-the-go. Additionally, the
manually operated flow control bypass system could be automated using a flow meter
and flow control valve.
The overall goal of this research was to develop and evaluate a new fertigation
system integrated with a lateral move irrigation system which automated N fertigation
using real-time NDVI measurements. The specific objectives to accomplish this goal
were to a) integrate the required individual components including an NDVI crop sensor
and flow meter with an Arduino microcontroller, b) construct the automated fertigation
system and develop the software to automatically apply site-specific variable N rates
based on real-time NDVI sensor data, and c) evaluate the system’s ability to collect sensor
data, the accuracy of N rate prescriptions, and system’s N application accuracy.
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CHAPTER TWO
DEVELOPMENT OF AN AUTOMATED LINEAR MOVE FERTIGATION SYSTEM
FOR COTTON USING ACTIVE REMOTE SENSING
Stewart Bell1, Bulent Koc1,*, Joe Mari Maja2, Jose Payero2, Ahmad Khalilian3, and
Michael W. Marshall4
1

Department of Agricultural Sciences, Clemson University, Clemson SC, USA;

sbell3@gclemson.edu (S.B.); bulent@clemson.edu (B.K.)
2

Department of Agricultural Sciences, Clemson University Research and Education

Center, Blackville SC, USA; jmaja@clemson.edu (J.M.M.); jpayero@clemson.edu (J.P.);
3

Biosystems Engineering, Clemson University Research and Education Center,

Blackville SC, USA; (Professor Emeritus) akhlln@clemson.edu (A.K.)
4

Department of Plant and Environmental Sciences, Clemson University Research and

Education Center, Blackville SC, USA; marsha3@clemson.edu (M.M.)
* Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.

2.1. Introduction
Upland cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L.) is an important fiber and oil seed crop
grown in many areas worldwide (USDA, 2015a). The United States is the third-largest
producer of cotton after India and China (USDA-ERS, 2020). In 2020, the United States
produced over twenty million bales of cotton representing $7 billion in total value
(USDA-ERS, 2020). Demand for cotton-based products has grown with the global
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population and economy. Global competition, costs associated with water, pesticide, and
fertilizer use in cotton production, and diminished prices are among the major challenges
of cotton producers (Almas, Colette, & Warminski, 2007; García‐Vila, Fereres, Mateos,
Orgaz, & Steduto, 2009; Makhdum, Khan, & Ahmad, 2011; Meisner, Rosenheim, &
Tagkopoulos, 2016; USDA-ERS, 2020).
Nitrogen fertilizer (N) is one of the major inputs of cotton production. Underapplication of N degrades plant growth, photosynthesis, lint yield, and fiber quality, thus
reducing profits (Hake et al., 1991; Kablan et al., 2017; Khan et al., 2014; Khan, Najeeb,
et al., 2017; Khan, Tan, et al., 2017). Over-application of N causes an increased risk for
boll rot, pests, excessive vegetative growth leading to issues with defoliation, and incur
monetary costs to cotton producers through wasted fertilizer and/or reduced product
quality and quantity (Hearn, 1986; Porter, 2010). Application of N beyond cotton needs
negatively impact the environment, which contributes to the destruction of the
stratospheric ozone layer, stresses ecosystems, acidifies rain, and contaminates drinking
water (Hake et al., 1991; Inman et al., 2005; Socolow, 1999; Williams et al., 2018). The
risks of environmental N loss are problematic, especially in the US Southeastern Coastal
Plains (SCP) region, where sandy soils with low nutrient holding capacity are prevalent
(Williams et al., 2018; Wright et al., 2002).
Soil texture variability in the SCP complicates the management of over- and
under-application of N because varying soil textures differ in their ability to hold
nutrients (Williams et al., 2019). This means a uniform application rate of N may not be
able to address the needs of a cotton plants in a field with varying soil types. Moreover,
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recommendations from Clemson University Extension of uniform N rate applications do
not address the optimum N needs of cotton plants (Jones et al., 2019). Multiple factors,
such as crop growth stage, soil moisture content, soil texture, and yield potential, could
cause sufficient N rates to vary above or below the CU Extension recommendations
(Gerik et al., 1998; Porter, 2010; Wiatrak et al., 2008). Nitrogen application based on
plants’ needs reduces the risks associated with N management of cotton (Zhang, Spiertz,
Zhang, Li, & Van der Werf, 2008).
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) can be used to quantify N
requirements of cotton (Vories, Jones, Sudduth, Drummond, & Benson, 2014). NDVI is
obtained from the measured magnitude of reflectance of visible red (Red) and near
infrared light (NIR) using Equation 1 (Wiatrak et al., 2008):

𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 = (𝑁𝐼𝑅 − 𝑅𝑒𝑑)⁄(𝑁𝐼𝑅 + 𝑅𝑒𝑑)

(1)

Because N is directly correlated with leaf chlorophyll content, NDVI has been
used to determine the relative N content of a plant (Sui, Wilkerson, Hart, Wilhelm, &
Howard, 2005). A plant with higher N content absorbs more red light and reflects more
infrared light than a plant with lower N content (Porter, 2010). Consequently, cotton with
adequate N will have higher NDVI values than N-deficient cotton (Sui et al., 2005). Sitespecific N recommendations based on cotton response to N are critical for SCP due to the
inherent soil variability in the region (Porter, 2010).
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The Clemson N application rate model is based on a sensor-based N rate
algorithm that was originally developed for wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) (Lukina et al.,
2001) and was modified for use in cotton (Porter, 2010). The Clemson sensor-based
cotton N rate algorithm is calculated using Equations 2 through 5. This algorithm is based
on a prediction of the potential response, or response index (RI), to additional N. This is
done by comparing NDVI data from sections of the field with high N content, called N
rich strips, to NDVI data from parts of the field that have not received N fertilizer (Porter,
2010). The nitrogen rich strip NDVI sensor values (NRSSV) and field NDVI sensor
values (FSV) are then correlated with soil electrical conductivity to account for differing
soil types (Porter, 2010). Previous research has shown that the Clemson sensor-based
cotton N rate algorithm reduced the total N applied by 40% compared to traditional
grower’s applications of 101 kg/ha (90 lb/ac) while still producing similar yields (Porter,
2010). This side-dress N rate estimation method has been successfully used to apply
liquid N using different application methods in cotton and corn (Porter, 2010; Rogers,
2016; Williams et al., 2019).

𝑅𝐼 = 𝑁𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑉 ⁄𝐹𝑆𝑉

(2)

𝐼𝑁𝑆𝐸𝑌 = 𝐹𝑆𝑉 ⁄𝐷𝐴𝐸

(3)

𝑌𝑃0 = (431.46 × 2.72104.98×𝐼𝑁𝑆𝐸𝑌 ) ∗ 𝑘

(4)
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𝑁𝑅 = (((𝑌𝑃0 × 𝑅𝐼) − 𝑌𝑃0 ) × 𝐹𝑁𝐶𝑆)⁄𝑁𝑈𝐸

(5)

where RI, Response Index; NRSSV, Nitrogen Rich Strip Sensor (NDVI) Value; FSV,
field sensor (NDVI) value; INSEY, in-season estimated yield; DAE, number of days after
emergence; YP0, yield potential (kg/ha); k, conversion factor for lb/ac to kg/ha = 1.121;
NR, N rate (kg/ha); FNCS, fraction of N in cotton seeds after harvest (4/100), entered
into this equation as 0.04; NUEF, N use efficiency fraction for cotton (50/100), entered
into this equation as 0.50.

The over- and under-application of N fertilizer ultimately affects the farmers
bottom line (Shanahan, Kitchen, Raun, & Schepers, 2008). These costs could potentially
be reduced by applying N using variable rate application to meet site-specific crop
requirements (Khalilian et al., 2017). Commercial variable-rate applicator systems, such
as the Raven RCM, John Deere Rate Controller 2000, and Trimble Field IQ, utilize both
map-based and on-the-go decision-making systems. These systems are available to
producers and have been integrated with band applicators, sprayers, and spreaders;
however, to the authors’ knowledge, on-the-go decision making methods for variable rate
N fertigation have not been integrated with lateral move irrigation systems. A map-based
variable-rate N fertigation system for a lateral move irrigation system was developed at
Clemson University in 2018 (Williams et al., 2018). This map-based N fertigation system
allowed different N rates to be applied across the field simultaneously by injecting liquid
N fertilizer directly into the lateral move irrigation system (Williams et al., 2018). A
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manually operated flow control valve was used to control the flow rate of the main N line
and pulsing solenoid values were used to apply the variable N rates in different sections
of the lateral. The N rates for the map-based system were predetermined using the
Clemson sensor-based cotton N rate algorithm, which required the user to collect NDVI
plant data from the field before application. In addition, the manually controlled flow
control valve required the user to be present as the lateral moved through the field.
In this project, the manual aspects of the system developed by Williams (2018)
(Williams et al., 2018) are replaced by 1) mounting NDVI sensors on the applicator to
generate on-the-go site-specific N rate prescriptions, and 2) automating the flow control
bypass system to implement on-the-go rate variation in the absence of an operator.
Producers could employ an automated variable-rate N application system to meet the
unique nutrient needs of their field. Furthermore, an automated system would benefit
producers by increasing efficiency and crop yields, reducing labor and input costs, and
protecting the environment.
The overall goal of this study was to develop a fertigation system which
automated N fertigation based on real-time NDVI measurements using a lateral move
irrigation system. The specific objectives to accomplish this goal were to a) integrate the
required individual components including an Trimble handheld GreenSeeker NDVI crop
sensor and a Raven RFM 5 flow meter with an Arduino microcontroller and b) construct
the automated fertigation system and develop the software to automatically apply sitespecific variable N rates based on real-time NDVI sensor data.
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2.2. Materials and Methods
2.2.1. Site description
A 76-m lateral-move irrigation system (Reinke Manufacturing, Deshler,
Nebraska) located at the Clemson University Edisto Research and Education Center in
Blackville, South Carolina (33° 21.530'N, 81° 19.949'W) was used to develop the
variable-rate N fertigation system. The lateral-move system was used to irrigate a 1.59 ha
field that was split into 110 field plots measuring 7.8 m by 15.2 m. The irrigation system
was equipped with low energy precision application (LEPA) drops spaced at 1.8 m along
the length of the lateral. The field contained Orangeburg loamy sand and Barnwell loamy
sand soil types, and a pH of 6.7 was measured in 2018 (NRCS Staff). A Veris 3100 soil
electrical conductivity (EC) meter (Veris Technologies, Inc., Salina, KS, USA) was used
to classify the field plots into two soil EC classification groups. Cotton was planted with
a row spacing of 97 cm to test the systems in field conditions.

2.2.2. Hardware integration with microcontrollers
An Arduino microcontroller (Mega 2560 Rev 3, Arduino, Scarmangno, TO, Italy)
was integrated with GreenSeeker handheld optical active sensors (Trimble Inc.,
Sunnyvale, CA, USA), a Raven flow meter (RFM-5, Raven Industries, Sioux Falls, SD,
USA), a TeeJet flow control valve (344BPR-2, Teejet Technologies, Wheaton, IL, USA),
and a rotary encoder with non-slip roller wheel (GHW38, CALT, Beijing, China). These
components were integrated before the full assembly of the fertigation system in the
laboratory and their functions were tested.
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2.2.2.1. NDVI sensors
The automated variable-rate N fertigation system needed to automatically
determine the N application rates based on the Clemson sensor-based N recommendation
algorithm. This meant NDVI sensor data needed to be collected on-the-go as the
irrigation system moved along the field. For this purpose, the GreenSeeker was selected
to measure NDVI. In order for the system to calculate the N rates using the handheld
GreenSeekers, the GreenSeekers were integrated with an Arduino Mega. Initially, data
from each GreenSeeker was collected from the USB output of the sensor and converted
into serial data format using a USB to serial interface module; however, these modules
required external computer drivers for data translation. Therefore, a work around solution
was implemented in which the serial data output was extracted directly from the
Greenseeker’s UART interface chip on the printed circuit board (PCB). The leads were
soldered to the Transistor-transistor Logic (TTL) signal lines, and the output data from
the GreenSeeker was parsed on an Arduino microcontroller (Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1. (A) A GreenSeeker PCB with leads soldered to the TTL signal lines and ground terminal, (B)
The TX signal lead soldered to the Greenseeker’s UART interface chip on the PCB.

2.2.2.2. Flow meter
The second piece of equipment that needed to be integrated with an Arduino for
the system was the Raven flow meter. This flow meter was used to monitor the flow of N
coming from a supply tank for the fertigation system. A scaled simulator was developed
in a laboratory setting to investigate the output signals from the flow meter (Figure 2.2).
The Raven flow meter communicated flow rate through a variable frequency output
signal which was recorded by an Arduino Mega microcontroller and converted into a
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corresponding flow rate value using Equation 6 which was derived from the flow meter’s
documentation:
𝑓
𝐹𝑅 = ( ⁄𝑝)

(6)

where FR, flow rate (L/s); f, output frequency of the flow meter (Hz); p, 136.8 (pulses/L).

Figure 2.2. The scaled applicator system used to integrate the Raven flow meter with an Arduino.

2.2.2.3. Flow control valve
The simulator shown in Figure 2.2 was also used to develop the software control
of the TeeJet flow control valve. The TeeJet flow control valve regulated the flow rate of
N being supplied to the fertigation system. A four-channel relay controlled with an
Arduino microcontroller supplied 12 VDC power for the flow control valve.
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2.2.2.4. Rotary encoder
For the system to apply site-specific N rates throughout the field, the applicator
system needed to accurately locate its position in the field. For this purpose, a rotary
encoder with a non-slip roller wheel was installed on one of the wheels of the irrigation
system to measure its travel distance (Figure 2.3D) with high accuracy. The rotary
encoder produced 2400 pulses per revolution. An Arduino microcontroller was used to
count the pulses and calculate the distance traveled using a simple conversion factor
shown in Equation 7. With the encoder mounted against the lateral’s wheel, one full
rotation of the encoder’s nonstick wheel equals 0.41 m of travel.
𝑑 = (𝑒 ∗ 𝑓)

(7)

where d, distance traveled (m); e, output of the encoder (pulses); f, calibration factor to
covert the output of the encoder to distance in meter = 1.7 *10-4.
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Figure 2.3. The systems’ major components: (A) the N injection point, (B) the mainline controller, (C) the
mainline controller interior, (D) the rotary encoder mounted against the lateral’s wheel, (E) the flow control
bypass system, (F) the N supply tank, (G) the modified handheld GreenSeeker, and (H) the field node.

2.2.2.5. N fertigation electronic control components
The applicator consisted of three main electronic controlling components; a
mainline controller, field nodes, and an encoder node (Figure 2.4). The mainline
controller, field nodes, and encoder node all communicated wirelessly using XBee radios
(XBS2C, Digi, Hopkins, MN, USA) mounted to an Arduino Mega using XBee shields
(EK1185, Gikfun, DongGuan, GD, China). The mainline controller communicated with
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the field and encoder nodes through a request-response protocol using the Arduino serial
ports to ensure no data was lost.

Figure 2.4. The major components of the electronic control system. (A) flow meter, (B)
the flow control valve, (C) an SD card module, (D) a GPS receiver, (E) a four-channel
relay module, (F) an XBee radio, (G) an Arduino Mega microcontroller, (H) a twochannel relay module, (I) a Trimble handheld GreenSeeker, and (J) a rotary encoder.

A 5V DC 4-channel relay module (4450182, Jbtek, Karol Bagh, ND, India) was
used to open or close the flow control valve. For post application analysis, a GPS module
(MC035BK, GoGoRC, Kwun Tong, Hong Kong) was added to the controller to denote
what time the NDVI samples were taken and the laterals coordinates during application.
In lieu of the GPS not working, a real-time clock (RTC) module (DS3231, Maxim
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Integrated, San Jose, CA, USA) was added to the controller. Lastly, a Micro SD card
module (Shenzhen Haihongli Technology CO., LTD., Shenzhen, GD, China) was added
to the controller to save the application data for post analysis (Figure 2.4C).
Field nodes were developed for each of the ten application zones to collect NDVI
data and regulate the individual zones application rate through pulsing a solenoid valve.
The field nodes and GreenSeeker sensors were fixed in the center of each application
zone along the length of the lateral using custom-made mounting brackets (Figure 2.5).
The sampling height of the GreenSeekers could be adjusted by sliding the mounting
brackets in vertical direction and a bolt was used to secure the sliding mount in place.
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Figure 2.5. GreenSeekers and nodes mounted on brackets along the length of the lateral
move fertigation system.

The field nodes were controlled using Arduino Mega microcontrollers. A 5V 1A
linear voltage regulator (LM7805CT, onsemi, Phoenix, AZ, USA) was added to charge
the GreenSeeker’s battery during application. A 5V DC 2-channel relay module
(4332716883, Shenzhen Qunqi E Commerce Co LTD, Shenzhen, GD, China) was used
to control the solenoid valve and trigger the GreenSeeker to take a reading. A solderless
RS232 serial adapter (Anmbest Control Technology Co., Ltd., Wuhan, HB, China) was
fitted to the GreenSeeker USB power line, serial data wires, and trigger wire so the
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sensor could easily be secured to the Arduino while also securing a semi-weatherproof
connection (Figure 2.3G). The field node components were placed inside a 3D printed
housing and secured in place using silicon and super glue and a lid was constructed for
the box that could be screwed shut and sealed with silicon (Figure 2.3H). A step-down
transformers 24V AC power line was run along the length of the lateral to power the
solenoid valves.

2.2.3. Development of the microcontroller software and construction of the fertigation
system
The integrated components were used to construct the fertigation system on the
lateral and custom software was developed to control the automated N management
decision making and application process.

2.2.3.1. N fertigation system components
The N Fertigation system was constructed first in order to aid in the development
of the electronic control components. The N supply system used in the previous iteration
of the fertigation system was used for this project (Williams et al., 2018). This system
consisted of a roller pump driven by an electric motor that pumped N from a 1250 L tank
mounted on the side of the lateral into a bladder tank shown in Figure 2.3F (Williams et
al., 2018). The bladder tank was used to provide a steady pressurized supply of N to a
flow control bypass system that consisted of a TeeJet flow control valve and Raven
RFM5 flow meter (Figure 2.6). A 12V DC power supply was used to power the flow
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control valve. The flow control bypass system was regulated by a custom controller that
read the N mainline's flow rate and adjusted the flow rate using the flow control valve.

Figure 2.6. The flow control bypass system mounted on the lateral’s mainline.

The N mainline supplied N to ten application zones across the length of the lateral
using a 19.05 mm (3/4 in) CPVC main line pipe. A pressure gauge was fitted to the
mainline pipe after the bypass system to monitor the mainline pressure. In each zone, N
was pumped through a 19.05 mm (3/4 in) check valve (18341, United States Plastic
Corp., Lima, OH, USA) to prevent water from entering the application system if the
pressure dropped below the irrigation system pressure. N application rates to each zone
were controlled by pulsing 2-way, 24VAC electric solenoid valves (USS-LSV00005,
Joyfay International LLC, Cleveland, OH,USA). Each solenoid valve supplied N to four
hoses fitted to the irrigation drop lines using a t-fitting (Figure 2.3A). A CP4916-15
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orifice disk (TeeJet Technologies, Springfield, IL, USA) was placed at each t-fitting to
regulate flow and pressure.

2.2.3.2. N fertigation control program
The mainline controller was developed to calculate site specific N rates and
classify them into five flow rate categories (1.5, 4.5, 7.5, 10.5, and 13.5 ml/s) for each
zone. The typical maximum N application rate prescribed using the Clemson University
cotton N rate algorithm was approximately 15 ml/s, this was divided into five groups of 3
ml/s and the target application rate was set for the center of each group. Additionally, the
controller would send the N rate data to the field nodes, automatically regulate the flow
control bypass system, and save the application data to an SD card. These functions were
accomplished with an Arduino microcontroller using a custom program developed for
this study (Figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.7. The program flow chart for the mainline controller.
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User parameters, e.g. the soil EC classification plot map generated using the Veris
3100 soil EC meter, the N rich strip values for the different soil EC classifications, the
laterals speed, and the number of days after emergence were uploaded to the controller
using an SD card that was also used to save the application data. This allowed the user to
apply different irrigation rates and to apply the side-dress N on a day of their choosing.
In the “Send general read signal to the field nodes” element of the flow chart shown in
Figure 2.7, the NDVI sensor data was collected by sending a general “read” signal to
ensure all sensor readings were sampled within a second of each other. The NDVI data
was then collected from each node individually in the “Collect sensor data from the field
nodes” element of Figure 2.7, by sending a special character set (e.g., S1, S2, S3…S10)
that corresponded to each specific node. The controller was also equipped to receive error
codes and determine if a node was “offline”. Field nodes that were unresponsive would
timeout after 700 ms and an offline error code (EC: 7) would be recorded instead of an
NDVI value. If a field node was responsive but unable to collect NDVI data, an error
code (EC: 9) indicating such would be recorded. Lastly, if a field node was able to trigger
an NDVI sample but the GreenSeeker displayed a proximity error, the field node could
relay a proximity error code (EC: 8) to the controller.
Once NDVI data was collected from each node, the Controller would refer to the
plot map of the field with the user parameters on the SD card, to establish what soil EC
classification each zone fell into and then calculate N rate for each zone, respectively. A
signal would then be sent by the controller to all the nodes containing the main line
required flow rate and the prescribed flow rate for each zone. The controller would then
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supply N to the zones by running a function to regulate the flow control bypass system
that would read the flow meter output frequency to calculate the mainline flow rate. The
controller adjusts the mainline flow rate by relieving the systems pressure through the
flow control bypass system using the flow control valve. After the controller finished its
application process, the program would start over; collecting NDVI data, prescribing and
categorizing N rates, and applying N until the lateral moved to the end of the field.
The rotary encoder located the lateral as it travelled through the field used an
interrupt service routine to signal movements of the lateral that would frequently freeze
the controller’s main program. For this reason, a rotary encoder node was developed
using a separate Arduino Mega placed in the controller housing (Figure 2.3C). Upon
request from the controller, the encoder node wirelessly transmitted the locational data to
the controller, thus reducing the risk of the controller freezing during testing and
application. Before the controller collected data from the field nodes, it would collect the
distance traveled data from the encoder node, ensuring the N rate calculations for each
node were associated with the soil EC data in each plot area. Once the encoder node
received the controllers signal, it would convert the encoder value to distance traveled
and report the value. Otherwise, the encoder node’s Arduino would record the number of
pulses sent from the rotary encoder using an interrupt function (Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.8. The program flow chart for the encoder node.
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A custom program was written for each field node to collect and send the field
NDVI data upon request from the controller, calculate the percentage of flow needed to
take from the main line, and regulate the zone application rate using the solenoid valve
(Figure 2.9). The field node stayed in the pulsing solenoid function unless the controller
commanded it to collect GreenSeeker data, return GreenSeeker data, or calculate a new
application rate. At the start of the program, the field node did not apply anything but was
technically in the pulsing function. This was done by initializing the pulsing rate to zero.

Figure 2.9. The program flow chart for the field nodes.
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2.2.4. N fertigation system testing
The ability of the system to collect GreenSeeker data, make application rate
decisions, utilize the flow meter, and locate itself using the encoder as required was
examined through a series of tests. The first evaluated element of the system was the
ability to collect and use NDVI data to make management decisions; two methods were
used. The first method for testing the system’s capacity to make accurate application rate
decisions was by having the field nodes send simulated NDVI data to the controller in the
laboratory. This allowed the controller to calculate N rates for a wide range of NDVI
values (0.1-0.99), ensuring the system could properly use the Clemson sensor-based
cotton N rate algorithm to prescribe N rates. The system calculated application rates for
two soil EC classifications using simulated N rich strip data uploaded using the SD card.
The encoder value was set so that the system would be midway through the field,
allowing the system to calculate N rates based on a soil EC classification plot map. This
was done to verify that the system could determine the soil zone and prescribe different
rates between zones. Application rates were calculated in MS Excel using the same
NDVI data and compared to the controller calculated rates using a two-sample t-test.
Additionally, the fertigation system was used to collect GreenSeeker data
throughout the field to ensure that the system was capable of collecting NDVI data,
calculating N prescriptions, and classifying N prescriptions in a field environment. A
single soil EC classification was uploaded to the controller for this test so that the system
would generate a single set of N prescriptions.
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The Raven flow meter accuracy in the system was verified using the applicator
system constructed on the experimental field’s lateral move irrigation system. Water was
used to test the system in place of N. The controller attempted to apply the five
application rates (1.5, 4.5, 7.5, 10.5, and 13.5 ml/s) uniformly in each zone for six
minutes while the water volumes were collected using bottles attached to the irrigation
drop hoses. The collected water volumes were totaled and converted into an application
rate for the entire system. Application data saved by the system was compared to the
measured data using linear regression and absolute mean error in MS Excel.
The system’s ability to use the rotary encoder to estimate its distance travelled
through the field was tested by moving the lateral through the field for 62 meters while
the controller saved the distance travelled values sent by the encoder node to the SD card.
The accuracy of this method was determined by comparing the distance the lateral would
have travelled based on its known speed compared to the distance travelled values
recorded by the controller using linear regression analysis in MS Excel.

2.3. Results
The system ability to use sensor data to automate the N management decision
making process and was evaluated using simulated NDVI data sent from the field nodes,
as well as NDVI data collected using the GreenSeekers mounted on the lateral. Results
for the two-sample t-test show that there was no significant difference (p > 0.05) between
the controller and hand calculations of the simulated NDVI data for the kg/ha N
application rate prescription (p=0.99), the ml/s N application rate prescription (p=0.99),
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or the ml/s N application rate classification (p=1). This demonstrates that the system is
capable of accurately calculating N prescriptions using NDVI data collected wirelessly
with the field nodes.
Figure 2.10 shows the full range of N application rate prescriptions (kg/ha)
produced by the controller for two soil EC classifications using the simulated NDVI data
sent by the field nodes. The range of NDVI values observed in a cotton field is typically
between 0.20 and 0.80. Figure 2.11 shows the controller’s N application rate prescription
(ml/s) and the controller’s application rate classification (ml/s) for this range.

Controller calculated N prescription (kg/ha)
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Figure 2.10. Controller calculated N prescriptions (kg/ha) vs controller recorded NDVI
values. The vertical lines represent the typical range of NDVI values observed in cotton.
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Figure 2.11. Controller calculated N rates for soil EC classification 1 (black triangles)
and soil EC classification 2 (grey triangles) and the controller categorized N rates for soil
EC classification 1 (black squares) and soil EC classification 2 (grey squares) vs
controller recorded NDVI values.

Figure 2.12 shows the full range of NDVI values collected using the application
system as well as the prescribed and categorized N application rates for the single soil EC
classification used for this test. These results show that the system can wirelessly collect
and utilize GreenSeeker data in the field.
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Figure 2.12. Controller prescribed N rates (ml/s) and the controller categorized N rates
(ml/s) vs controller recorded NDVI values.

An absolute mean error of 7.12% was observed between the flow rates measured
using the Raven flowmeter and the actual flow rates measured by hand. Figure 2.13
displays the linear regression analysis, which shows a slope of 1.0056 and an R2 of 0.95.
Additionally, the system was not capable of supplying the target flow rates requested by
the controller but was capable of monitoring the flow rates applied by the system using
the Raven flow meter. The difference between the target application rates and the actual
application rates is investigated further in a separate paper.
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Figure 2.13. Controller estimated flow rate using the flow meter vs the actual flow rates
measured by hand. The black triangles represent the recorded flow meter values while the
grey line represents a 1:1 line.

Figure 2.14 shows the linear regression analysis results for the distance travelled
measured using the rotary encoder verses the actual distance travelled, which shows a
slope of 0.9956 and an R2 of 0.99.
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Figure 2.14. Controller estimated distance travelled using the rotary encoder vs actual
distance travelled. The black triangles represent the encoder values, while the grey line
represents a 1:1 line.

2.4. Discussion
The fertigation system was fully capable of using Arduino microcontrollers to
collect NDVI sensor values from handheld GreenSeekers and automate the N
management decision making process. Additionally, the fertigation system could use high
precision flow metering and regulating equipment to monitor and regulate the N being
supplied to the system using open-source components. These are useful tools for farmers
and researchers working to develop nutrient management systems at a reduced budget
and increase the availability of systems like these to producers worldwide.
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There are changes that could be made to improve the functionality of the system
for a farmer’s use and these could be done while continuing to use open source
components. The functions used on the Arduino microcontrollers could be triggered
using ISRs which would enable multiple functions to run simultaneously, thus enabling
the system to monitor the flow control bypass system while also collecting NDVI data
and making decisions. This would also enable the addition of on-the-go error tracking for
this system, which would be greatly beneficial for the operator as well. The controller’s
Arduino microcontrollers could also be replaced with a Raspberry Pi, which would make
the addition of a live visual interface easy because of its preexisting visual interface
capabilities. Displaying the errors live would also allow for an operator to pause an
application and fix any problem on-the-go without having to find issues with an
application in post analysis.
The application system currently uses Application Transparent (AT) mode for the
XBee radios, which means that the radios do not build a network. The radio module
transmits the received serial data to a remote destination wirelessly. This also means that
all the data sent throughout the system needs to be managed very carefully to avoid
losing data or locking up the system with incomplete messages. If the system was
converted into Application Programming Interface (API) mode, communication could be
conducted more quickly, using a data exchange protocol. It would also allow the system
to build a sensor network, effectively eliminating any issues related to radio range and
allowing the implementation of this system on a lateral of any length.
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While the system performed well in these tests, the accuracy of the system needs
to be further investigated. The system’s ability to vary rates across zones and the
accuracy of the GreenSeekers data collected by the application system should be tested.
These questions were not addressed in this study because the focus was on the
development of the application system and not its performance.

2.5. Conclusions
An automated variable-rate N fertigation for a lateral move irrigation system was
developed in the Coastal Plains region of South Carolina. This system was built to supply
N independently from the lateral’s flow of water so that a variable rate irrigation system
could be used simultaneously without affecting the flow of N. This variable-rate N
fertigation system was designed to be retrofitted to an existing lateral irrigation system
cost-effectively by utilizing relatively low-cost microcontrollers and Trimble handheld
GreenSeeker sensor. The application rate was varied across the length of the lateral using
a flow control bypass system consisting of a Raven RFM5 flow meter and a TeeJet flow
control valve controlled using an Arduino microcontroller. A rotary encoder integrated
with an Arduino microcontroller was used to precisely measure the lateral’s distance
travelled during application.
Results from this research show that NDVI data can be collected from a handheld
GreenSeeker using low-cost microcontrollers and management decisions can be
automated using that data on-the-go. Secondly, the ability to integrate a commercially
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available high precision flow control valve and flow meter with low-cost
microcontrollers was demonstrated.
The developed system demonstrated the implementation of automated N
management using a lateral move fertigation system. These methods also highlight the
potential for automated N fertigation using center-pivot irrigation systems which are
commonly used throughout the USA with some changes on how the distance are
calculated with the encoder. Automated site-specific N fertigation using over-head
irrigation systems would allow farmers to simultaneously reduce the environmental and
financial impacts of N application without sacrificing yield quality or quantity. Most
importantly, the ability to integrate high precision flow control and metering equipment
as well as handheld GreenSeekers with open-source platforms, like Arduinos, gives
farmers and researchers alike the ability to design and customize site-specific nutrient
management equipment to meet their individual needs and increases the accessibility of
these systems to producers everywhere.
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CHAPTER THREE
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3.1. Introduction
Upland cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L.) is an important textile crop around the
world. Its products are mostly used for apparel, but the seeds are also used for livestock
feed and cooking oil (USDA, 2015b). The United States is the third largest producer of
cotton after China and India and it is the world’s largest exporter of cotton (USDA-ERS,
2001). Cotton production in the US is highly mechanized, allowing for relatively high
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yields, but farmers investigate various methods to reduce production costs by better
utilizing crop inputs to stay competitive (USDA-ERS, 2001).
Irrigation systems are becoming more common in the Southeastern United States
as irrigated crops tend to produce higher yields and allow farmers to utilize their inputs
more effectively (Khalilian, Han, & Farahani, 2008; USDA, 2017). These systems also
reduce the risk of unpredictable drought periods during the growing season and ensures
water is not a limiting factor for their crops (Foudi & Erdlenbruch, 2012). While there are
several ways to irrigate cotton, in the Southern Coastal Plains (SCP) region of South
Carolina (SC), overhead irrigation systems, especially center pivot systems, are
predominately used to irrigate row crops like cotton. These overhead systems can be
retrofitted with commercially available components to be used as fertigation systems for
side-dressing nitrogen (N) application (Williams et al., 2018).
Nitrogen is a costly input in cotton production (Dhakal, Lange, Parajulee, &
Segarra, 2019). The cost of N can be reduced using site-specific, variable rate N
application systems (Thrikawala, Weersink, Fox, & Kachanoski, 1999). By applying less
N fertilizer, farmers reduce production costs and decrease the effects of cotton production
to the environment (Hake et al., 1991; Inman et al., 2005; Khalilian et al., 2017; Socolow,
1999; Williams et al., 2018). Additionally, N rates applied to meet the cotton plants’
requirements could alleviate other potential problems associated with under- or overapplied N, which include reduced quality and quantity of yield, reduced pest resistance,
lodging, and boll rot (Hake et al., 1991; Hearn, 1986; Kablan et al., 2017; Khan et al.,
2014; Khan, Najeeb, et al., 2017; Khan, Tan, et al., 2017; Porter, 2010).
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The soils of the SCP of SC contains a high degree of spatial variability, which
greatly affects cotton N requirements (Duffera, White, & Weisz, 2007; Porter, 2010;
Scharf, Lorry, Kitchen, Sudduth, & Davis, 2002; Williams et al., 2019). Variable rate
application technologies allow farmers to apply site-specific N rates, which could reduce
some of the costs associated with N management, but commercially available variable
rate N fertigation systems for overhead irrigation systems do not vary the N supplied
across the length of the irrigation system (Verbree, McClure, & Leib, 2013; Williams et
al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2008).
A variable rate fertigation system was developed at Clemson University, which
could vary the N supply across a lateral move irrigation system, allowing site-specific N
fertigation to meet the N requirements of a cotton field with variable soil types (Williams
et al., 2018). This system was operated using a map-based application system and the
main N supply line was controlled using a manually operated flow control valve. While
this research solved some issues related to site-specific N fertigation using a lateral move
irrigation system, the system was not fully automated and an operator was required to
develop a prescription map and manually change the N application rate during fertigation
(Williams et al., 2019).
Researchers at Clemson University recently developed an automated N fertigation
system using open-source microcontrollers and NDVI sensors. This fertigation system
was designed to automatically collect NDVI data using sensors mounted on the lateral
irrigation system, calculate site-specific N rates, and deliver variable N application rates
across the length of the lateral as it travelled across the field.
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The objective of this study was to evaluate the capabilities and accuracy of the automated
N fertigation system. For this purpose, the ability of the system to collect sensor data,
accuracy of N rate prescriptions, and the N application accuracy of the system were
tested in laboratory and field conditions.

3.2. Materials and Methods
3.2.1. Field Description
Field studies were conducted on a 1.59 ha field (33° 21.530'N, 81° 19.949'W) at
the Clemson University Edisto Research and Education Center in 2021. The soil types in
the field were Orangeburg loamy sand and Barnwell loamy sand (NRCS Staff). A Veris
3100 soil electrical conductivity (EC) meter (Veris Technologies, Inc., Salina, KS, USA)
was used to classify field plots into two groups based on a common soil EC range. A 76m long lateral move irrigation system (Reinke Manufacturing, Deshler, Nebraska) was
used to develop the variable rate N fertigation system in the field (Figure 3.1). The lateral
was equipped with low energy precision application (LEPA) drops that were spaced 180
cm apart along the length of the lateral so that each drop irrigated two rows of cotton that
were planted with a row spacing of 97 cm. The field was split into 110 plots (7.8 m x
15.2 m each) so that each plot consisted of eight rows irrigated with four drops. These
irrigation drop sections along the lateral were referred to as “zones”.
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Figure 3.1. The 76-m lateral move irrigation system used for this study.

3.2.2. Application system overview
The variable rate fertigation system was designed to automate the application of
site-specific N rates throughout a field using GreenSeeker handheld optical active sensors
(Trimble Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA) integrated with Arduino Mega microcontrollers
(Model: A000067, Arduino, Scarmangno, TO, Italy) mounted in each zone along the
length of the lateral which collected NDVI data from the cotton canopy. Nitrogen
application rates were determined for each zone using the Clemson sensor-based cotton N
rate algorithm (Porter, 2010). The main N supply line was controlled using an automated
flow control bypass system consisting of a Raven RFM5 flow meter (Model RFM-5,
Raven Industries, Sioux Falls, SD, USA) and a TeeJet flow control valve (Model:
344BPR-2, Teejet Technologies, Wheaton, IL, USA). A rotary encoder was used to
accurately locate the lateral as it traveled though the field, instead of an RTK GPS
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system, which kept the cost of the system low while maintaining high spatial accuracy.
The system consisted of two main controlling components: 1) a mainline N rate
controller and 2) field nodes placed in each zone along the length of the lateral that
controlled the N rates for the zones.
The mainline controller regulated the overall N supply to the fertigation zones
using the automated flow control bypass system, located the lateral as it travelled using
the rotary encoder, established which soil EC categorization was attributed to each zone,
calculated the N rates for each zone, wirelessly communicating the prescribed N rate to
the field nodes, and saved the application data for post analysis. The N rates calculated by
the controller were categorized into five groups (1.5, 4.5, 7.5, 10.5, and 13.5 ml/s). The
categorized rates kept the system from constantly trying to make miniscule changes to the
N rates if NDVI values only changed slightly.
The N was applied to the field using solenoid valves mounted in each zone that
were controlled using field nodes mounted in each zone. These field nodes also collected
NDVI data from the cotton canopy using the handheld GreenSeekers and transmitted the
data wirelessly to the controller. The field nodes controlled the application rate within
each zone using a custom pulsing method developed for the fertigation system which
applied N in one-minute cycles. The field nodes opened the solenoid valve at the
beginning of each cycle, allowing the valves to remain open until the required volume of
N had been applied. Once the required volume of N had been applied, the field nodes
would close their solenoid valves until the beginning of the next cycle. This single pulse
was calculated using Equations 1 and 2. Additionally, the mainline controller could
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update the field nodes with the actual flow rate during application to change their
required “time on” using Equations 3 through 9.
𝐹𝑅𝑅 = 𝑅𝐹𝑅⁄𝑀𝐹𝑅

(1)

𝑡𝑂𝑁 = 𝑡 × 𝐹𝑅𝑅

(2)

𝑈𝑇𝑂 = (𝑅𝐹𝑅⁄𝐴𝑀𝑅 ) ∗ 𝑡

(3)

𝑂𝑃𝑆 = 𝑅𝐹𝑅⁄𝑈𝑇𝑂

(4)

𝐸𝑂𝑈 = 𝑇𝑆𝑈 ∗ 𝑂𝑃𝑆

(5)

𝐶𝐸𝑇𝑂 = 𝑃𝐸𝑂 + 𝐸𝑂𝑈

(6)

𝑇𝑉𝐿 = 𝑇𝑉𝑅 − 𝐶𝐸𝑇𝑂

(7)

𝑇𝑇𝐴 = 𝑇𝑉𝐿⁄𝑂𝑃𝑆

(8)

𝑡𝑂𝑁 = 𝑃𝑇𝑂 + 𝑇𝑇𝐴

(9)

where FRR, flow rate ratio (unitless); RFR, required flow rate for an individual
application zone (ml/s); MFR, mainline flow rate for all of the application zones
combined (ml/s); tON, time the solenoid needed to be powered on (s); t, the number of
milliseconds in a minute (60,000 ms); UTO, the updated total amount of time the
solenoid should remain on (s); AMR, the actual mainline flow rate sent to update the field
nodes (ml/s); OPS, output per second (ml/s); EOU, estimated volume output since the last
update with the updated application rate taken into consideration (ml); TSU, amount of
time passed since the last update (s); CETO, current estimated total volume output taking
into account the current and previous rate updates (ml); PEO, estimated volume output
from the previous rate updates (ml); TVL, total volume left to apply (ml); TVR, total
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volume required to apply (ml); PTO, previous amount of time the solenoid needed to be
on (s), TTA, amount of time to add to the time the solenoid needs to remain on (s).

3.2.3. NDVI sensor data acquisition test
In order to determine whether the system could accurately collect NDVI data
from the cotton canopy as the lateral travelled through the field, GreenSeeker NDVI data
collected using the fertigation system was compared to an NDVI image collected using a
UAV. The GreenSeekers mounting brackets were adjusted to keep the GreenSeekers 1.2
m above the ground. The lateral collected NDVI values using the GreenSeekers as it
moved through the field. A DJI Mavic Pro (Shenzhen Dajiang Baiwang Technology Co.,
Ltd, Shenzhen, GD, China) equipped with an onboard RGB camera and a MapIr Survey
3N Camera - Red+Green+NIR (Peau Productions Inc, San Diego, CA, USA) were used
to collect aerial RGB and NDVI images over the field. The UAV images were stitched
together using Agisoft (Agisoft LLC, Saint Petersburg, Russia). A plot map was then
constructed by averaging all the pixel values in each plot using ArcMap (Esri, Redlands,
CA, USA).
GreenSeeker data recorded by the controller was matched to the respective field
plots by correlating the GPS and sample number data recorded by the controller with a
plot map from Google Earth. Sample numbers that fell within zones were averaged using
Microsoft (MS) Excel (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA, USA) and classified using a
color ramp. The NDVI data was plotted in MS Excel and compared to the map developed
based on the GreenSeeker data from the controller.
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3.2.4. System decision performance test
The system’s ability to collect NDVI data from GreenSeekers and determine the
best categorized flow rate was evaluated using control panels made of poster board and
three shades of green fabric (Figure 3.2). The system was used to collect and save the
GreenSeeker NDVI data from each panel, calculate N rates using the Clemson sensorbased N recommendation algorithm, categorize the calculated rates as well as the time
and location of each sample to the SD card. Eight GreenSeeker readings were manually
collected in each application zone and recorded the data displayed on the GreenSeeker’s
LCD screen as well as the time of each sample. Using the hand sampled GreenSeeker
values, the calculated N rate and the categorized N rate were determined in MS Excel.
These values were compared to the prescribed application data from the controller using
linear regression and two-sample t-tests.
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Figure 3.2. GreenSeekers reading control panels.

3.2.5. N injection system performance test
Flow uniformity tests were conducted (using water instead of N) to evaluate the
accuracy of the N injection system using five classification flow rates (1.5, 4.5, 7.5, 10.5,
and 13.5 ml/s). During the tests, the fertigation system was set to apply one of the five
target application rates and water volumes were manually sampled from all four sprinkle
nozzles in each zone. Water was collected for six minutes, and each test was replicated
three times. The collected water volumes and test duration were used to calculate the
actual application flow rates (ml/s).
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A variable rate test was also conducted to evaluate the system’s ability to apply
variable N rates across the field. For this test, one of the five flow rates were randomly
assigned to each zone so that each flow rate was tested at least once (Table 3.1). Similar
to the previous test, flow volumes were sampled from all four nozzles in each zone for
six minutes, replicated four times.
For the uniformity test, percentage error, ANOVA, and linear regression analysis
were used to compare the measured and target application rates. For the variable rate test,
percentage error, ANOVA, and linear regression analysis were used to determine the
effectiveness of the pulsing method and the ability for the system to vary N application
rates between zones.
Table 3.1. Randomly assigned flow rates for each zone for the variable rate tests.

Zone
Rate (ml/s)

1
1.5

2
13.5

3
4.5

4
13.5

5
7.5

6
1.5

7
4.5

8
10.5

9
1.5

10
7.5

3.3. Results
3.3.1. NDVI sensor data acquisition
Three maps were created to assess the ability of the mounted GreenSeekers to
accurately monitor the NDVI status of the cotton crop: 1) a map created using the
mounted GreenSeekers, 2) a map created using an aerial NDVI image of the field taken
by a UAV, and 3) a map created using the difference in NDVI values between the
GreenSeekers and the Aerial NDVI image (Figure 3.3). A two-sample t-test showed a
significant difference between the means of the NDVI values collected by the
GreenSeekers and the NDVI values attributed to the Aerial NDVI image (p=1.8x10-8).
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Linear regression analysis was used to examine the relationship between the NDVI
values collected by the GreenSeekers and the NDVI values attributed to the aerial NDVI
image and showed a slope of 1.54 and an R2 value of 0.3759 (Figure 3.4). The largest
differences in the NDVI values per plot may have been attributed to the variation in plant
height and greenness.
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Plot 9
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0.02

0.01

Plot 10

0.16

0.02

0.08

0.02

0.08

0.03
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0.10

0.00

0.03

Plot 11

0.20

0.03
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0.16

0.02

0.02
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0.22

Legend
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Figure 3.3. Difference between the GreenSeeker NDVI sensor values and the aerial NDVI values from the
UAV image per plot. Plots where field nodes failed to collect NDVI data are denoted as N/A. The colors in
this figure represent the difference in NDVI values where green is no difference and red is the largest
difference (ie., green=0, red=0.45).
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Aerial NDVI values
Figure 3.4. Aerial image NDVI values plotted against the system GreenSeeker NDVI values. The black
triangles represent the GreenSeeker NDVI values, and the solid line represents a 1:1 line.

3.3.2. System decision performance analysis
In order to determine if the system was capable of using the NDVI data collected
directly from the GreenSeekers correctly, a two-sample t-test was used to analyze the
variation between the controller and observer reported NDVI values, prescribed N
application rates (kg/ha), and categorized N application rates (ml/s). The two-sample ttest results showed no significant difference between the means in all three data sets
(Table 3.2). These tests showed that the controller NDVI value occasionally varied from
the NDVI value from the GreenSeeker. The maximum variation observed between these
values was 0.02, this difference was negligible and the system consistently and accurately
prescribed similar application rates relative to the prescription rates calculated using the
NDVI values displayed on the LDC screen.
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Table 3.2. Two-sample t-test results for the NDVI value comparison, rate calculation comparison, and the
rate classification comparison.

Test type

P-value

Comparison of observed and reported NDVI values

0.6194

Comparison of rate calculation (kg/ha)

0.6161

Comparison of rate classification (ml/s)

0.3128

Linear regression was used to examine the relationships between the controller’s
and the observer’s NDVI values, prescribed N application rates (kg/ha), and categorized
N application rates (ml/s) (Figures 3.5-3.7). The slopes of the lines were 1.0013, 1.01,
and 0.9084, respectively, and the R2 values were 0.9916, 0.9914, and 0.7513,
respectively. The results from the linear regression analysis showed a strong relationship
between NDVI values and rate calculation (kg/ha) data while a less significant
relationship was observed in the rate classification (ml/s) data. This was due to slight
discrepancies between the NDVI values collected directly from the PCB compared to the
data reported on the LCD screen of the GreenSeeker. These differences periodically
shifted the prescribed rate into a different rate category, even though the original
prescribed rate was very similar.
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Controller recorded NDVI values
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Figure 3.5. Observed NDVI values vs controller recorded NDVI values.
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Figure 3.6. Hand calculated vs controller-calculated N rates.
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Figure 3.7. Hand-categorized vs controller-categorized N rates.

3.3.3. Nitrogen injection system performance
The ANOVA results of the flow uniformity and variable rate tests by N rate and
zone are shown in Table 3.3. In zone eight, the ANOVA test for the application rate
category of 13.5 ml/s was the only one that showed a significant difference (p<0.05)
between nozzles within a zone for each of the five uniform flow rate tests. The variable
rate test also showed a significant difference (p<0.05) between nozzles within all zones,
except for zone six. There was no significant difference (p<0.05) observed between zones
for any rate category.
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Table 3.3. ANOVA results (p-values) of flow uniformity and variable rate tests by N rate and zone.

Flow Rate
(ml/s)
Zone

1.5

4.5

7.5

10.5

13.5

Variable rates
across zones

1

0.7167

0.5871

0.6597

0.6858

0.6436

0.0033**

2

0.8214

0.9666

0.7894

0.7814

0.7684

0.0005***

3

0.9070

0.9081

0.9203

0.9158

0.8778

9.81E-05***

4

0.4779

0.3636

0.4500

0.4783

0.4641

0.0097**

5

0.8901

0.9160

0.8904

0.7484

0.8176

0.0001***

6

0.8818

0.9552

0.7824

0.3107

0.1532

0.1923

7

0.9966

0.6598

0.2549

0.1591

0.2465

2.73E-05***

8

0.2489

0.0668

0.1202

0.1235

0.0026**

9.66E-16***

All Zones

0.7606

0.9754

0.9992

0.8546

0.8302

0.3771

*, **, ***, significance levels of 5%, 1% and 0.1% level
Linear regression was conducted to examine the relationship between the target
flow rates and the measured flow rates and it showed a slope of 0.1483 and an R2 of
0.8043 (Figure 3.8). Regression analysis was also conducted for the variable rate
category and showed a slope of 0.0825 and an R2 of 0.2312 (Figure 3.9). Percent error
was calculated for each test category (Table 3.4). These models showed little relationship
between the target and measured flow rates.
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Figure 3.8. Target verses average sampled flow rates for the five rate categories. The black triangles
represent the measured flow rates, and the grey line represents a 1:1 line.
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Figure 3.9. Target verses average sampled flow rates for the variable rate application test. The black
triangles represent the measured flow rates, and the grey line represents a 1:1 line.
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16

Table 3.4. Average error across all zones for each application flow rate.

Flow rate (ml/s)

Percent error (%)

1.5

96.7

4.5

34.0

7.5

39.8

10.5

56.7

13.5

66.3

Variable rates across zones

72.9

3.4. Discussion
Linear regression analyses showed that the GreenSeeker sensor over- or underestimated the NDVI value of the cotton canopy when compared to the aerial NDVI
values in zones where the GreenSeeker sensor was either too far or close to the plants.
This means that in plots containing taller, more vigorous cotton, the GreenSeeker was
only able to see the newer growth green canopy. In plots with a less vigorous cotton
canopy, the GreenSeeker, like the aerial NDVI image, was able to get a wider view of the
canopy below it and accounted for the cotton plants reallocation of vegetative N to the
cotton bolls. A GreenSeeker mount capable of automatically adjusting its sensor to the
correct sampling height would allow for the system to assess a cotton plant’s N status
more accurately.
The results of linear regression analysis for the applicators accuracy suggested
that the majority of the system’s error in the uniformity tests resulted from the bypass
system being incapable of delivering and maintaining proper N flow rates. At low N
rates, the bypass system could not reduce the pressure of the system low enough to
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accomplish the target rate. At higher rates, the system’s pressure regulating diaphragm
pump would not allow for the system to maintain a higher pressure and in turn could not
maintain a higher flow rate. The issues concerning the system being unable to maintain
low flow rates could be addressed by adding a second bypass system to further reduce the
flow rate being supplied to the main bypass system. Issues facing the higher rates could
be addressed by increasing the lower bound of the pressure switch to the highest pressure
the system could need so that there is always enough pressure to maintain high rates. The
high end of the pressure switch could then be adjusted to the highest pressure the system
could maintain without causing damage. This would allow the bypass system to adjust
the pressure being supplied to the main line without sacrificing the safety aspects of a
pressure regulated switch. The overall flow of the system could also be increased by
increasing the size of the orifice disks or by eliminating them entirely.
The system lack of accuracy when applying N within the zones was caused by the
pulsing method of the solenoid valves. Because the overall flow rate could not be reduced
enough for the zone’s solenoid valves to remain open for the entire one-minute cycle, the
solenoid valves would only remain on for a short period of time. Once the solenoids
closed, the controller would register that the flow rate was too low and closed the flow
control valve to increase the mainline flow rate. Once the cycle began again, the flow
control valve would be shut all the way and the flow rate would initially be too high. The
mainline controller would inform the zones of the rate being too high and closed the flow
control valve, but the zones would close before any significant adjustments could be
made and the controller would register the flow rate as too low. Secondly, once the
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solenoid valves would close, the hose lines in each zone would depressurize. The hose
lines would pressurize at the start of each application cycle causing the mainline
controller to set the flow rate considerably higher than needed. In reality, the system did
not apply a significant amount of fluid in any zone until the entire system was
pressurized.
For the flow control bypass system to function more accurately, the flow of N
needs to be constant throughout the application cycle. One way of achieving this would
be using proportional solenoid valves instead. This would allow a portion of the flow to
be diverted from the mainline and converted directly into pulse-width modulation (PWM)
which would ensure that the flow through the zone would remain constant. A fast pulsing
method was developed for this novel fertigation system discussed in this study, but the
solenoid valves used in this study were not capable of using this method. A less
expensive solution than switching to proportional valves would be dedicating a positive
displacement pump for each application zone. This way each zone is operated
independently and issues in one zone would not affect another.

3.5. Conclusions
A variable rate N fertigation system was developed for a lateral move irrigation
system in the Coastal Plains region of South Carolina. This system was built to supply N
independently from the lateral’s flow of water so that a variable rate irrigation system
could be used simultaneously without affecting the flow of N. This variable rate N
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injection system was designed to be retrofitted to an existing lateral move irrigation
system in the most cost-effective manner. Results from the study showed:
1. On the go height adjustment of the mounted GreenSeekers may increase the
accuracy of the NDVI readings of cotton plants varying in height and vigor;
2. The system can make accurate N prescriptions using the GreenSeeker data
collected by the lateral when compared to GreenSeeker data collected by hand;
3. The system showed promise for varying uniform application rates but variable
rate application between zones was not possible with the methods used in this
study
While the application accuracy of this system needs significant improvements, the
system showed a lot of promise for automated N management using a lateral move
fertigation system. Current work is underway to address the system’s shortcomings
identified with this study.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSIONS

An automated variable-rate N fertigation system was developed to address the
site-specific N needs of cotton in the Coastal Plains region of South Carolina. This
system was designed to be retrofitted to a lateral move irrigation system and was built to
supply N independently from the lateral’s flow of water so that a variable rate irrigation
system could be used simultaneously without affecting N application. The fertigation
system was developed using open-source microcontrollers and Trimble handheld
GreenSeeker sensors to help alleviate costs. A flow control bypass system consisting of a
Raven FM5 flow meter and a TeeJet flow control valve was used to regulate the flow of
N supplied to the system and was automated using an Arduino microcontroller. A rotary
encoder was mounted against one of the laterals drive wheels and integrated with an
Arduino microcontroller to measure the distance the lateral travelled during application.
Results from this research conclude that a Trimble handheld GreenSeeker can be
integrated with an Arduino microcontroller and that the NDVI data collected by the
Arduino can be used to automate the N management decision making process on-the-go.
Additionally, the ability to integrate and use commercially available high-precision flow
metering and controlling equipment with an Arduino microcontroller was demonstrated.
Furthermore, a laterals location can be precisely determined using a low-cost rotary
encoder.
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Further evaluation of the developed fertigation system concluded that the system
could not apply variable rates of N with the methods being used, due to pressure
fluctuations caused by an inconstant flow of N though the system, and that the lack of onthe-go height adjustments for the mounted GreenSeekers meant that variations in plant
height and vigor significantly affected the system’s ability to accurately assess a cotton
plants N status.
The methods demonstrated in this research show the potential of automated sitespecific N fertigation using a lateral move irrigation system. Additionally, this research
shows ability to integrate commercially available precision agriculture equipment with
open-source microcontrollers. This is important because it gives farmers and researchers
worldwide the ability to design and build specialized equipment to suit their specific
needs while also being able to take advantage of commercially available equipment.
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Appendix A
The mainline controller program
The mainline controller is used to collect GreenSeeker data from the field nodes,
determine the soil EC classifications of the zones using the distance travelled data sent
from the encoder node, determine appropriate application rates, send application rates to
the field nodes, regulate the flow control bypass system, and save application data for
post analysis. Figure 2.6, originally shown in Chapter 2 of this thesis, is the flow chart
developed for this program and is shown below. To use this program for the mainline
controller, copy and paste the entire code into the Arduino IDE and upload it to an
Arduino Mega.

Figure 2.7. The program flow chart for the mainline controller.
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//Wiring Guidelines for the Main Line Controller
//
//SD Card
// MISO -50
// MOSI -51
// SCK -52
// CS -53
//
//GPS
// Power
// Ground
// RX2 -yellow
// TX2 -Green
//
//Relay
// Power
// Ground
// Relay 1 -10
// Relay 2 -13
// Relay 3 -11
// Relay 4 -12
//
//Flow Meter
// Power -yellow
// Ground -Red
// Signal -White 49
const int pressureInput = A0; //select the analog input pin for the pressure transducer
const int pressureZero = 100; //analog reading of pressure transducer at 0psi
const int pressureMax = 921.6; //analog reading of pressure transducer at 100psi
const int pressuretransducermaxPSI = 200; //psi value of transducer being used
float pressureValue = 0; //variable to store the value coming from the pressure transducer
String dataGPS;
String SLong;
String SLat;
String SGPStime;
String SGPSdate;
int noFixPin = 13;
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#include <DS3231.h>
DS3231 rtc(SDA, SCL);
//SD card----------------------------------------------------------//Mega SPI Pins 50(MISO), 51(MOSI), 52(SCK), 53(SS)
#include <SPI.h>
#include <SD.h>
#define CS_PIN 53
// 12 X 10 array
#define ROW_DIM 12
#define COL_DIM 10
// Array for data.
int UserData[ROW_DIM][COL_DIM];
int i = 0; // First array index.
int j = 0; // Second array index
size_t n;
// Length of returned field with delimiter.
char str[20]; // Must hold longest field with delimiter and zero byte.
char *ptr; // Test for valid field.
File file;
/*
Read a file one field at a time.
file - File to read.
str - Character array for the field.
size - Size of str array.
delim - String containing field delimiters.
return - length of field including terminating delimiter.
Note, the last character of str will not be a delimiter if
a read error occurs, the field is too long, or the file
does not end with a delimiter. Consider this an error
if not at end-of-file.
*/
size_t readField(File* file, char* str, size_t size, char* delim) {
char ch;
size_t n = 0;
while ((n + 1) < size && file->read(&ch, 1) == 1) {
// Delete CR.
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if (ch == '\r') {
continue;
}
str[n++] = ch;
if (strchr(delim, ch)) {
break;
}

}
str[n] = '\0';
return n;

}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------#define errorHalt(msg) {Serial1.println(F(msg)); while(1);}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------------String dataString = "";
//Global Variables for the data from the SD card
String dataString1 = "";
//Global Variables for the data from the SD card
float NDVIRAW1;
//I wasn't able to put decimal values on the SD card so
the nitrogen rich strip data is converted form NDVIRAW to NDVI by deviding it by 100
float NDVIRAW2;
float NDVIRAW3;
float NDVI1;
float NDVI2;
float NDVI3;
float NRSSV1;
//Nitrogen rich strip data to reference in each zone. these
are fom the sd card and changes as the lateral moves
float NRSSV2;
float NRSSV3;
float NRSSV4;
float NRSSV5;
float NRSSV6;
float NRSSV7;
float NRSSV8;
float NRSSV9;
float NRSSV10;
float width1 = 22;
math
float width2 = 11;
float Speed;
float DAE;

//width of the plot and speed of the lateral for application

void convertData() {
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NDVIRAW1 = (UserData [11][0]);
them to global values
NDVIRAW2 = (UserData [11][1]);
NDVIRAW3 = (UserData [11][2]);
NDVI1 = ((NDVIRAW1) / 100);
NDVI2 = ((NDVIRAW2) / 100);
NDVI3 = ((NDVIRAW3) / 100);
Speed = (UserData [11][7]);
DAE = (UserData [11][9]);
}

//Take variable parameters from SD card and set

void PrintData() {
Serial1.print("NDVIRAW1- ");
//the function prints data for trouble shooting on the
simulator, serial1 port is for a serial pass through program because of the radio
Serial1.println(NDVIRAW1);
Serial1.print("NDVIRAW2- ");
Serial1.println(NDVIRAW2);
Serial1.print("NDVIRAW3- ");
Serial1.println(NDVIRAW3);
Serial1.print("NDVI1- ");
Serial1.println(NDVI1);
Serial1.print("NDVI2- ");
Serial1.println(NDVI2);
Serial1.print("NDVI3- ");
Serial1.println(NDVI3);

}

Serial1.print("Speed- ");
Serial1.println(Speed);
Serial1.print("DAE- ");
Serial1.println(DAE);

//Flow Meter
#include <FreqMeasure.h>
frequancy output for the flow meter
#include <Wire.h>
#include <LiquidCrystal_I2C.h>
LiquidCrystal_I2C lcd(0x27, 20, 4);
float flowRate;
double sum = 0;
flow meter

//this library is used to read the
//20 (SDA), 21 (SCL)
//I2C LCD screen library
//enter the size of the LCD screen
//decimal value fiven from the flow meter
//counts how many pulses come from the
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int count = 0;
through the loop
int FlowMeterPin = 49;

//count how many times you have gone
//input pin for the flow meter

//Flow Control Valve
float RflowRate = 1;
//target flow rate given either by the
calculation or the mock rate
float plus2percentFR;
//2% wiggle room for the flow control
value so it doesn't take forever going back and forth
float minus2perecentFR;
bool CloseEnough;
//boolean logic to kick out the flow
control loop once the rate is secure
int lower1 = 10;
//Pins for the 4 relay board to change the
direction of the electricity on the flow control valve
int lower2 = 13;
//the multi relay boards use optocouplers,
this reverses the signal. low is high and high is low.
int higher1 = 11;
int higher2 = 12;
unsigned long FRAresetVector = 0;
//Flow Rate Adjustment time out
counter
char incomingByte = 0;
//character declaration for the
incoming data through the radio
String command;
//string that the incoming byte is put in
to be parsed
float encoder = 0;
//the encoder value
int LED1 = 39;
//Testing LEDs to make sure radios,
parsing, and commands based on the encoder worked
int LED2 = 41;
int LED3 = 43;
unsigned long EresetVector = 0;
//Time out vectors for the encoder
and radios
unsigned long R1resetVector = 0;
float Sensor1 = 0;
collected from the greenseekers after parsing
float Sensor2 = 0;
float Sensor3 = 0;
float Sensor4 = 0;
float Sensor5 = 0;
float Sensor6 = 0;
float Sensor7 = 0;
float Sensor8 = 0;
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//Sensor1 - 10 are the NDVI values

float Sensor9 = 0;
float Sensor10 = 0;
float rate1;
zone
float rate2;
float rate3;
float rate4;
float rate5;
float rate6;
float rate7;
float rate8;
float rate9;
float rate10;

//rate 1 - 10 are the nitrogen rates for each

float requiredRate;
main line
float requiredRateGPM;
the main line

//requiredRate is the target rate for the
//requiredRate is the target rate for

void setup() {
// put your setup code here, to run once:
pinMode(FlowMeterPin, INPUT_PULLUP);
lcd.begin();
lcd.backlight();
lcd.print("Time: Error Code:");
lcd.setCursor(0, 2);
lcd.print("Freq: FRate:");
FreqMeasure.begin();
rtc.begin();
// The following lines can be uncommented to set the date and time
//rtc.setDOW(TUESDAY); // Set Day-of-Week to SUNDAY
//rtc.setTime(0, 43, 0); // Set the time to 12:00:00 (24hr format)
//rtc.setDate(9, 8, 2020); // Set the date to January 1st, 2014
Serial.begin(9600);
Serial1.begin(9600);
Serial2.begin(9600);
// Initialize the SD.
if (!SD.begin(CS_PIN)) {
errorHalt("begin failed");
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}
// Create or open the file.
file = SD.open("READNUM.TXT", FILE_WRITE);
if (!file) {
errorHalt("open failed");
}
// Rewind the file for read.
file.seek(0);
// Read the file and store the data.
for (i = 0; i < ROW_DIM; i++) {
for (j = 0; j < COL_DIM; j++) {
n = readField(&file, str, sizeof(str), ",\n");
//if (n == 0) {
// errorHalt("Too few lines");
// }
UserData[i][j] = strtol(str, &ptr, 10);
if (ptr == str) {
errorHalt("bad number");
}
if (j < (COL_DIM - 1) && str[n - 1] != ',') {
errorHalt("line with too few fields");
}
}
// Allow missing endl at eof.
if (str[n - 1] != '\n' && file.available()) {
errorHalt("missing endl");
}
}
// Print the array.
for (i = 0; i < ROW_DIM; i++) {
for (j = 0; j < COL_DIM; j++) {
if (j) {
Serial1.print(' ');
}
Serial1.print(UserData[i][j]);
}
Serial1.println();
}
// Serial.println("Done");
file.close();
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convertData();
PrintData();
Serial1.println("SD Upload Finished");
//PinMode Setup---------------------------------------------------------------Serial1.println("Preparing the Flow Control Valve");
pinMode(LED1, OUTPUT);
pinMode(LED2, OUTPUT);
pinMode(LED3, OUTPUT);
pinMode(lower1, OUTPUT);
pinMode(lower2, OUTPUT);
pinMode(higher1, OUTPUT);
pinMode(higher2, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(lower1, HIGH);
//Optocoupler on the relay
board makes the logic counterintuitive, so for this high actually turns the relay low and
low turns the relay high
digitalWrite(lower2, HIGH);
digitalWrite(higher1, LOW);
digitalWrite(higher2, LOW);
//`delay(24000);
digitalWrite(higher1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(higher2, HIGH);
Serial1.println("Preparing the Flow Control Valve Finished");
}
long bigTime;
//**********************************************************************
************************************************************************
************************************************************************
************************************************************************
************************************************************************
************************************************************************
**************************************************
void loop() {
// put your main code here, to run repeatedly:
//Serial1.println("reading GPS");
CheckClock();
readGPS();
checkEncoder();
collectNDVI();
//testRateDetermination();
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RateDetermination();
sendRates();
CloseEnough = false;
bigTime = millis() + 60000;
while (bigTime >= millis())
{
setMainLine();
}

}

//Serial1.println("Sending Rates");
//sendRates();
Serial1.println("Saving Data");
getPressure();
dataString += "psi";
dataString += ",";
dataString += pressureValue;
dataString += ",";
saveData();

//Functions Start here:
//**********************************************************************
*****************
void testRateDetermination()
{
//This function is used for uniform and variable rate application testing
//simply comment out the RateDetermination function and uncomment this function
//in the main loop to use it
if (/*(encoder > 0) &&*/ (encoder < 3))
{
rate1 = 0.023776; //1.5ML/SEC
rate2 = 0.023776; //1.5ML/SEC
rate3 = 0.023776; //1.5ML/SEC
rate4 = 0.023776; //1.5ML/SEC
rate5 = 0.023776; //1.5ML/SEC
rate6 = 0.023776; //1.5ML/SEC
rate7 = 0.023776; //1.5ML/SEC
rate8 = 0.023776; //1.5ML/SEC
rate9 = 0.023776; //1.5ML/SEC
rate10 = 0.023776; //1.5ML/SEC
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requiredRate = rate1 + rate2 + rate3 + rate4 + rate5 + rate6 + rate7 + rate8 + rate9 +
rate10;
requiredRateGPM = rate1 + rate2 + rate3 + rate4 + rate5 + rate6 + rate7 + rate8 + rate9
+ rate10;
}
if ((encoder > 3) && (encoder < 6))
{
rate1 = 0.071327; //4.5ML/SEC
rate2 = 0.071327; //4.5ML/SEC
rate3 = 0.071327; //4.5ML/SEC
rate4 = 0.071327; //4.5ML/SEC
rate5 = 0.071327; //4.5ML/SEC
rate6 = 0.071327; //4.5ML/SEC
rate7 = 0.071327; //4.5ML/SEC
rate8 = 0.071327; //4.5ML/SEC
rate9 = 0.071327; //4.5ML/SEC
rate10 = 0.071327; //4.5ML/SEC
requiredRate = rate1 + rate2 + rate3 + rate4 + rate5 + rate6 + rate7 + rate8 + rate9 +
rate10;
requiredRateGPM = rate1 + rate2 + rate3 + rate4 + rate5 + rate6 + rate7 + rate8 + rate9
+ rate10;
}
if ((encoder > 6) && (encoder < 9))
{
rate1 = 0.118878; //7.5ML/SEC
rate2 = 0.118878; //7.5ML/SEC
rate3 = 0.118878; //7.5ML/SEC
rate4 = 0.118878; //7.5ML/SEC
rate5 = 0.118878; //7.5ML/SEC
rate6 = 0.118878; //7.5ML/SEC
rate7 = 0.118878; //7.5ML/SEC
rate8 = 0.118878; //7.5ML/SEC
rate9 = 0.118878; //7.5ML/SEC
rate10 = 0.118878; //7.5ML/SEC
requiredRate = rate1 + rate2 + rate3 + rate4 + rate5 + rate6 + rate7 + rate8 + rate9 +
rate10;
requiredRateGPM = rate1 + rate2 + rate3 + rate4 + rate5 + rate6 + rate7 + rate8 + rate9
+ rate10;
}
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if ((encoder > 9) && (encoder < 12))
{
rate1 = 0.166429; //10.5ML/SEC
rate2 = 0.166429; //10.5ML/SEC
rate3 = 0.166429; //10.5ML/SEC
rate4 = 0.166429; //10.5ML/SEC
rate5 = 0.166429; //10.5ML/SEC
rate6 = 0.166429; //10.5ML/SEC
rate7 = 0.166429; //10.5ML/SEC
rate8 = 0.166429; //10.5ML/SEC
rate9 = 0.166429; //10.5ML/SEC
rate10 = 0.166429; //10.5ML/SEC
requiredRate = rate1 + rate2 + rate3 + rate4 + rate5 + rate6 + rate7 + rate8 + rate9 +
rate10;
requiredRateGPM = rate1 + rate2 + rate3 + rate4 + rate5 + rate6 + rate7 + rate8 + rate9
+ rate10;
}
if ((encoder > 12) && (encoder < 15))
{
rate1 = 0.21398; //13.5ML/SEC
rate2 = 0.21398; //13.5ML/SEC
rate3 = 0.21398; //13.5ML/SEC
rate4 = 0.21398; //13.5ML/SEC
rate5 = 0.21398; //13.5ML/SEC
rate6 = 0.21398; //13.5ML/SEC
rate7 = 0.21398; //13.5ML/SEC
rate8 = 0.21398; //13.5ML/SEC
rate9 = 0.21398; //13.5ML/SEC
rate10 = 0.21398; //13.5ML/SEC
requiredRate = rate1 + rate2 + rate3 + rate4 + rate5 + rate6 + rate7 + rate8 + rate9 +
rate10;
requiredRateGPM = rate1 + rate2 + rate3 + rate4 + rate5 + rate6 + rate7 + rate8 + rate9
+ rate10;
}
if ((encoder > 15) && (encoder < 18))
{
rate1 = 0.023776; //1.5ML/SEC
rate2 = 0.21398; //13.5ML/SEC
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rate3 = 0.071327; //4.5ML/SEC
rate4 = 0.21398; //13.5ML/SEC
rate5 = 0.118878; //7.5ML/SEC
rate6 = 0.023776; //1.5ML/SEC
rate7 = 0.071327; //4.5ML/SEC
rate8 = 0.166429; //10.5ML/SEC
rate9 = 0.023776; //1.5ML/SEC
rate10 = 0.118878; //7.5ML/SEC
requiredRate = rate1 + rate2 + rate3 + rate4 + rate5 + rate6 + rate7 + rate8 + rate9 +
rate10;
requiredRateGPM = rate1 + rate2 + rate3 + rate4 + rate5 + rate6 + rate7 + rate8 + rate9
+ rate10;
}
if ((encoder > 21) && (encoder < 24))
{
rate1 = 0.118878; //7.5ML/SEC
rate2 = 0.166429; //10.5ML/SEC
rate3 = 0.023776; //1.5ML/SEC
rate4 = 0.21398; //13.5ML/SEC
rate5 = 0.118878; //7.5ML/SEC
rate6 = 0.023776; //1.5ML/SEC
rate7 = 0.166429; //10.5ML/SEC
rate8 = 0.071327; //4.5ML/SEC
rate9 = 0.071327; //4.5ML/SEC
rate10 = 0.21398; //13.5ML/SEC
requiredRate = rate1 + rate2 + rate3 + rate4 + rate5 + rate6 + rate7 + rate8 + rate9 +
rate10;
requiredRateGPM = rate1 + rate2 + rate3 + rate4 + rate5 + rate6 + rate7 + rate8 + rate9
+ rate10;
}
if ((encoder > 27) && (encoder < 30))
{
rate1 = 0.166429; //10.5ML/SEC
rate2 = 0.071327; //4.5ML/SEC
rate3 = 0.023776; //1.5ML/SEC
rate4 = 0.118878; //7.5ML/SEC
rate5 = 0.21398; //13.5ML/SEC
rate6 = 0.071327; //4.5ML/SEC
rate7 = 0.21398; //13.5ML/SEC
rate8 = 0.023776; //1.5ML/SEC
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rate9 = 0.118878; //7.5ML/SEC
rate10 = 0.166429; //10.5ML/SEC
requiredRate = rate1 + rate2 + rate3 + rate4 + rate5 + rate6 + rate7 + rate8 + rate9 +
rate10;
requiredRateGPM = rate1 + rate2 + rate3 + rate4 + rate5 + rate6 + rate7 + rate8 + rate9
+ rate10;
}
}
void CheckClock() {
dataString = rtc.getDOWStr();
dataString += (",");
dataString += rtc.getDateStr();
dataString += (",");
dataString += rtc.getTimeStr();
dataString += (",");
dataString += ("Temperature: ");
dataString += (",");
dataString += rtc.getTemp();
dataString += (",");
dataString += (" C");
dataString += (",");
}
void checkEncoder()
{
encoder = 999999999;
//set the encoder to something it would
never be for the while loop
//Serial1.print("ER = ");
//communication through the serial1 port
for troubleshooting
Serial.println("ER,");
//ER, means encoder read. this signal tells
the arduino with the encoder attached to send the encoder location to it.
EresetVector = millis();
//set the EresetVector to the arduinos clock
while (encoder == 999999999)
{
SerialFunction();
//serial function will catch the data form the
radio and set the encoders new value as a global value to kick out of this while loop
if (millis() > EresetVector + 500)
//if the serial function fails to collect
anything from the encoder this will kick it out of the loop after five seconds
{
encoder = (7);
//7 is a timeout error
//Serial1.println("encoder error");
}
}
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//Serial1.println(encoder);
dataString += encoder;
//this saves the encoder data to a string that
is saved to an SD card at the end of ever full loop
dataString += ",";
}
void collectNDVI()
{
//Serial1.println("Inside Collecting NDVI");
Serial.println("SR,");
//this is the signal for all of the
greenseekers to read. each nodes data will be collected individually
//Serial1.println("SR,");
delay(3000);
//wait a couple seconds for all of the
nodes to parse out the signal, take the reading, and parse the reading.
Sensor1 = 1000000;
//set the sensor to any value to
hold it in the while loop
Serial.println("R1,");
//send the signal for node 1 to send
its value or error code
//Serial1.print("R1, ");
R1resetVector = millis();
//set the reset vector to the
arduinos clock
while (Sensor1 == 1000000)
{
SerialFunction();
//serial function will parse out the
NDVI value or the error code and change the Sensor1 value to kick it out of the while
loop
if (Sensor1 == 8)
{
//Serial1.println("Sensor 1 Too far or too close error");
}
if (millis() > R1resetVector + 700)
{
Sensor1 = (7);
//7 is an error code that means the
node didn’t respond
//Serial1.println("Sensor 1 time out error, node offline.");
//return;
}
if (Sensor1 == 9)
{
//Serial1.println("Sensor 1 time out error, problem on node.");
//9 means the node
had a problem but is responsive
}
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}
//Serial1.println(Sensor1);
Sensor2 = 1000000;
Serial.println("R2,");
//Serial1.print("R2, ");
R1resetVector = millis();
while (Sensor2 == 1000000)
{
SerialFunction();
if (Sensor2 == 8)
{
//Serial1.println("Sensor 2 Too far or too close error");
}
if (millis() > R1resetVector + 700)
{
Sensor2 = (7);
//7 is an error code that means the
node didn’t respond
//Serial1.println("Sensor 2 error");
//return;
}
}
//Serial1.println(Sensor2);
Sensor3 = 1000000;
Serial.println("R3,");
//Serial1.print("R3, ");
R1resetVector = millis();
while (Sensor3 == 1000000)
{
SerialFunction();
if (Sensor3 == 8)
{
//Serial1.println("Sensor 3 Too far or too close error");
}
if (millis() > R1resetVector + 700)
{
Sensor3 = (7);
//7 is an error code that means the
node didn’t respond
//Serial1.println("Sensor 3 error");
//return;
}
}
//Serial1.println(Sensor3);
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Sensor4 = 1000000;
Serial.println("R4,");
//Serial1.print("R4, ");
R1resetVector = millis();
while (Sensor4 == 1000000)
{
SerialFunction();
if (Sensor4 == 8)
{
//Serial1.println("Sensor 4 Too far or too close error");
}
if (millis() > R1resetVector + 700)
{
Sensor4 = (7);
//7 is an error code that means the
node didn’t respond
//Serial1.println("Sensor 4 error");
//return;
}
}
//Serial1.println(Sensor4);
Sensor5 = 1000000;
Serial.println("R5,");
//Serial1.print("R5, ");
R1resetVector = millis();
while (Sensor5 == 1000000)
{
SerialFunction();
if (Sensor5 == 8)
{
//Serial1.println("Sensor 5 Too far or too close error");
}
if (millis() > R1resetVector + 700)
{
Sensor5 = (7);
//7 is an error code that means the
node didn’t respond
//Serial1.println("Sensor 5 error");
//return;
}
}
//Serial1.println(Sensor5);
Sensor6 = 1000000;
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Serial.println("R6,");
//Serial1.print("R6, ");
R1resetVector = millis();
while (Sensor6 == 1000000)
{
SerialFunction();
if (Sensor6 == 8)
{
//Serial1.println("Sensor 6 Too far or too close error");
}
if (millis() > R1resetVector + 700)
{
Sensor6 = (7);
//7 is an error code that means the
node didn’t respond
//Serial1.println("Sensor 6 error");
//return;
}
}
//Serial1.println(Sensor6);
Sensor7 = 1000000;
Serial.println("R7,");
//Serial1.print("R7, ");
R1resetVector = millis();
while (Sensor7 == 1000000)
{
SerialFunction();
if (Sensor7 == 8)
{
//Serial1.println("Sensor 7 Too far or too close error");
}
if (millis() > R1resetVector + 700)
{
Sensor7 = (7);
//7 is an error code that means the
node didn’t respond
//Serial1.println("Sensor 7 error");
//return;
}
}
//Serial1.println(Sensor7);
Sensor8 = 1000000;
Serial.println("R8,");
//Serial1.print("R8, ");
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R1resetVector = millis();
while (Sensor8 == 1000000)
{
SerialFunction();
if (Sensor8 == 8)
{
//Serial1.println("Sensor 8 Too far or too close error");
}
if (millis() > R1resetVector + 700)
{
Sensor8 = (7);
//7 is an error code that means the
node didn’t respond
//Serial1.println("Sensor 8 error");
//return;
}
}
//Serial1.println(Sensor8);
Sensor9 = 1000000;
Serial.println("R9,");
//Serial1.print("R9, ");
R1resetVector = millis();
while (Sensor9 == 1000000)
{
SerialFunction();
if (Sensor9 == 8)
{
//Serial1.println("Sensor 9 Too far or too close error");
}
if (millis() > R1resetVector + 700)
{
Sensor9 = (7);
//7 is an error code that means the
node didn’t respond
//Serial1.println("Sensor 9 error");
//return;
}
}
//Serial1.println(Sensor9);
Sensor10 = 1000000;
Serial.println("R10,");
//Serial1.print("R10, ");
R1resetVector = millis();
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while (Sensor10 == 1000000)
{
SerialFunction();
if (Sensor10 == 8)
{
//Serial1.println("Sensor 10 Too far or too close error");
}
if (millis() > R1resetVector + 700)
{
Sensor10 = (7);
//7 is an error code that means the
node didn’t respond
//Serial1.println("Sensor 10 error");
//return;
}
}
//Serial1.println(Sensor10);
dataString += Sensor1;
card string
dataString += ",";
dataString += Sensor2;
dataString += ",";
dataString += Sensor3;
dataString += ",";
dataString += Sensor4;
dataString += ",";
dataString += Sensor5;
dataString += ",";
dataString += Sensor6;
dataString += ",";
dataString += Sensor7;
dataString += ",";
dataString += Sensor8;
dataString += ",";
dataString += Sensor9;
dataString += ",";
dataString += Sensor10;
dataString += ",";

//save the NDVI data to the SD

}
void sendRates()
{
//Serial1.print("Inside Sending Rates");
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String allRates;
//this is the string that is sent to all of the nodes.
each piece of information uses a special character so the nodes can parse out the different
commands. I am sure there is a better way to do this.
String OAATrates;
//Nodes are having trouble. Try Sending data
one at time. Probably slower though
allRates = ("ML");
allRates = (allRates + "," + requiredRate + "," + "S1" + "," + rate1 + "," + "S2" + "," +
rate2 + "," + "S3" + "," + rate3 + "," + "S4" + "," + rate4 + "," + "S5" + "," + rate5 + "," +
"S6" + "," + rate6 + "," + "S7" + "," + rate7 + "," + "S8" + "," + rate8 + "," + "S9" + "," +
rate9 + "," + "S10" + "," + rate10 + "," );
//Serial.println(allRates);
//Serial1.print("allRates");
//Serial1.print(allRates);
dataString += allRates;
//save the command to the SD card string
dataString += ",";
//Mainline Rate ----------------------------------------------------------------------------OAATrates = ("ML");
//One At A Time rates, see comment above
OAATrates = (OAATrates + "," + requiredRate);
Serial.println(OAATrates);
//Serial.print("\n");
OAATrates = ("");
delay(10);
//Rate 1 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------OAATrates = ("S1");
OAATrates = (OAATrates + "," + rate1);
Serial.println(OAATrates);
//Serial.print("\n");
OAATrates = ("");
delay(10);
//Rate 2 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------OAATrates = ("S2");
OAATrates = (OAATrates + "," + rate2);
Serial.println(OAATrates);
//Serial.print("\n");
OAATrates = ("");
delay(10);
//Rate 3 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------OAATrates = ("S3");
OAATrates = (OAATrates + "," + rate3);
Serial.println(OAATrates);
//Serial.print("\n");
OAATrates = ("");
delay(10);
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//Rate 4 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------OAATrates = ("S4");
OAATrates = (OAATrates + "," + rate4);
Serial.println(OAATrates);
//Serial.print("\n");
OAATrates = ("");
delay(10);
//Rate 5 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------OAATrates = ("S5");
OAATrates = (OAATrates + "," + rate5);
Serial.println(OAATrates);
//Serial.print("\n");
OAATrates = ("");
delay(10);
//Rate 6 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------OAATrates = ("S6");
OAATrates = (OAATrates + "," + rate6);
Serial.println(OAATrates);
//Serial.print("\n");
OAATrates = ("");
delay(10);
//Rate 7 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------OAATrates = ("S7");
OAATrates = (OAATrates + "," + rate7);
Serial.println(OAATrates);
//Serial.print("\n");
OAATrates = ("");
delay(10);
//Rate 8 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------OAATrates = ("S8");
OAATrates = (OAATrates + "," + rate8);
Serial.println(OAATrates);
//Serial.print("\n");
OAATrates = ("");
delay(10);
//Rate 9 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------OAATrates = ("S9");
OAATrates = (OAATrates + "," + rate9);
Serial.println(OAATrates);
//Serial.print("\n");
OAATrates = ("");
delay(10);
//Rate 10 -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------OAATrates = ("S10");
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OAATrates = (OAATrates + "," + rate10);
Serial.println(OAATrates);
//Serial.print("\n");
OAATrates = ("");
delay(10);
}
void setMainLine()
{
//Serial1.println("Inside Set Main Line");
FRAresetVector = millis();
while (CloseEnough == false)
loop so the while loop will run and check if its false
{
ReadFlowMeter();
sendUpdate();
to the nodes
adjustRate();
if (millis() > FRAresetVector + 25000)
seconds pass kick out of this loop
{
CloseEnough = true;
//Serial1.println("Set MainLine Error");
//return;
}
}
}

//make this false in the main

//this function reads the flow meter
//this function send the real flow rate
//this function adjusts the rate
//if more than twenty five

String upDate;
void sendUpdate()
{
upDate = "RU,";
upDate = upDate + flowRate;
Serial.print(upDate);
Serial1.print(upDate);
}
void ReadFlowMeter()
{
//Serial1.println("Inside Read Flow Meter");
boolean go;
//float flowRate;
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go = true;
while (go == true)
{
while (count < 31) {
if (FreqMeasure.available()) {
// average several reading together
sum = sum + FreqMeasure.read();
count = count + 1;
}
}
if (count > 10) {
float frequency = FreqMeasure.countToFrequency(sum / count);
lcd.setCursor(0, 3);
lcd.print(frequency);
lcd.print(" ");
flowRate = (((frequency / 518) / 1000) * 60000);
//conversion of frequency
to flow rate in gal/min given by the tag on the flow meter
lcd.print(flowRate);
//Serial1.print("flowRate: ");
//Serial1.println(flowRate);
sum = 0;
count = 0;

}

}

}
go = false;

void adjustRate()
{
//Serial1.println("Inside Adjust Flow Rate");
RflowRate = requiredRateGPM;
//convert the global value
requiredRate to a global value specifically for this loop, if I was better at coding functions
I would use more local variables
plus2percentFR = ((RflowRate * .02) + RflowRate);
//calculate 2% over
the required Flow Rate
Serial1.println("plus2percentFR");
Serial1.println(plus2percentFR);
minus2perecentFR = (RflowRate - (RflowRate * .02));
//calculate 2% under
the required Flow Rate
Serial1.println("minus2perecentFR");
Serial1.println(minus2perecentFR);
Serial1.println("Target_flowRate");
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Serial1.println(requiredRateGPM);
Serial1.println("flowRate");
Serial1.println(flowRate);
if ((flowRate < plus2percentFR) && (flowRate > minus2perecentFR)) {
//Serial1.print("rate secure");
//If the flow rate is within the
2% bounds on either side you can kick out of this loop using the boolean logic
CloseEnough == true;
}
else {
CloseEnough == false;
//if the flow rate is not within the
bounds this boolean statement keeps you in the adjust rate loop
}
if (CloseEnough == false)
{
while (flowRate > plus2percentFR)
{
flowControlLower();
//If the actual flow rate is higher
than the LineRate close the flow control value
return;
//return to the start of the adjust rate loop
was you’re back from the flowControlLower loop
}
while (flowRate < minus2perecentFR)
{
flowControlHigher();
//If the actual flow rate is lower
than the LineRate open the flow control value
return;
//return to the start of the adjust rate loop
was you’re back from the flowControlHigher loop
}
}
}
void flowControlHigher()
{
Serial1.println("Closing the Valve");
digitalWrite(lower1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(lower2, HIGH);
digitalWrite(higher1, LOW);
digitalWrite(higher2, LOW);
delay(750);
digitalWrite(higher1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(higher2, HIGH);
delay(1);
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}
void flowControlLower()
{
Serial1.println("opening the Valve");
digitalWrite(higher1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(higher2, HIGH);
digitalWrite(lower1, LOW);
digitalWrite(lower2, LOW);
delay(750);
digitalWrite(lower1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(lower2, HIGH);
delay(1);
}
void SerialFunction()
{
if (Serial.available() > 0)
this
{
incomingByte = Serial.read();
serial port is set as the chacter incomingByte

//If data is coming in, stop and do
//anything coming in on the

if (incomingByte == '\n')
//If the user hits enter it should be
a null character, meaning they're finished inputing a command
{
parseCommand(command);
//Go to the function
parseCommand and take the string called command with you
//Serial1.print("Command = ");
//Serial1.println(command);
command = "";
//empty the string called command
}
else
//if this is not a null character
{
command += incomingByte;
//add the incoming Bytes to
the string "command"
}
}
return;
}
void parseCommand(String com)
(when called) takes the string "command" and parses it
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//this is the function that

{

String part1;
String part2;
int tool;
//encoder "ER" = 01
//Solenoid1 "S1" = 11
//Solenoid2 "S2" = 12
//Solenoid3 "S3" = 13
part1 = com.substring(0, com.indexOf(","));
part2 = com.substring(com.indexOf(",") + 1);
//Serial1.print("part 1 = ");
//Serial1.print(part1);
//Serial1.print("part 2 = ");
//Serial1.print(part2);
float pin = part2.toFloat();
//Serial1.print("pin = ");
//Serial1.print(pin);

if (part1.equalsIgnoreCase("ER"))
//this whole parsing segment
feels a little silly, but the way I put it together was to hold a value and then depending on
what set of characters proceeded that value sends it to a switch case to assign it globally.
I'm sure this is more convoluted than necessary, but this is what I came up with. One way
to avoid this would be to use API mode with the radios so that the data comes from a
known location.
{
encoder = pin;
}
else if (part1.equalsIgnoreCase("S1"))
{
Sensor1 = pin;
}
else if (part1.equalsIgnoreCase("S2"))
{
Sensor2 = pin;
}
else if (part1.equalsIgnoreCase("S3"))
{
Sensor3 = pin;
}
else if (part1.equalsIgnoreCase("S4"))
{
Sensor4 = pin;
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}
else if (part1.equalsIgnoreCase("S5"))
{
Sensor5 = pin;
}
else if (part1.equalsIgnoreCase("S6"))
{
Sensor6 = pin;
}
else if (part1.equalsIgnoreCase("S7"))
{
Sensor7 = pin;
}
else if (part1.equalsIgnoreCase("S8"))
{
Sensor8 = pin;
}
else if (part1.equalsIgnoreCase("S9"))
{
Sensor9 = pin;
}
else if (part1.equalsIgnoreCase("S10"))
{
Sensor10 = pin;
}
}
void saveData() {
Serial1.println("SD");
// open the file. note that only one file can be open at a time,
// so you have to close this one before opening another.
File dataFile = SD.open("datalog.txt", FILE_WRITE);
// if the file is available, write to it:
if (dataFile) {
dataFile.println(dataString);
dataFile.close();
// print to the serial port too:
Serial1.println(dataString);
}
// if the file isn't open, pop up an error:
else {
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}

Serial1.println("error opening datalog.txt");
}
dataString = "";

boolean foundRMC;
boolean readit;
void readGPS()
{
//Serial1.println("Inside Read GPS");
foundRMC = false;
readit = false;
long GPSresetVector;
long GPSreadTime;
GPSreadTime = millis();
GPSresetVector = millis();
SGPStime = "";
SGPSdate = "";
while (readit == false)
{
if (Serial2.available())
{
char c = Serial2.read();
if (c == '\n')
//if its the end of sentence evaluate the contents
{
parseGPS(dataGPS);
//Serial1.println(dataGPS);
lcd.setCursor(0, 1);
lcd.print(SGPStime);
dataGPS = "";

//reset the dataGPS string to blank

if (foundRMC == true) {
dataString += (SGPSdate);
dataString += ",";
dataString += (SGPStime);
dataString += ",";
dataString += (SLat);
dataString += ",";
dataString += (SLong);
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}

dataString += ",";
readit = true;

if (millis() > GPSreadTime + 2000)
evaluate the contents
{
dataGPS = "";
SGPSdate = "No DATA";
SGPStime = "No DATA";
SLat = "No DATA";
SLong = "No DATA";
dataString += (SGPSdate);
dataString += ",";
dataString += (SGPStime);
dataString += ",";
dataString += (SLat);
dataString += ",";
dataString += (SLong);
dataString += ",";
readit = true;
}
}
else
characters to the string
{
dataGPS += c;
}
}

//if its the end of sentence

// if its not the end of the sentence keep adding the

}
//Serial1.print ("Date: ");
//Serial1.println (SGPSdate);
//Serial1.print ("Time: ");
//Serial1.println (SGPStime);
//Serial1.print ("Lat: ");
//Serial1.println (SLat);
//Serial1.print ("Long: ");
//Serial1.println (SLong);
lcd.setCursor(0, 1);
lcd.print(SGPStime);
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}
void parseGPS(String data) //Function for parsing the GPS data
{
//Serial1.println("Inside Parse GPS");
int dollarsignposition = dataGPS.indexOf('$'); //find the position of a reoccurring
character
int starsignposition = dataGPS.indexOf('*'); //find the position of a reoccurring
character
if (dataGPS.charAt(dollarsignposition + 3) == 'R') //if it is RMC find some stuff
{
if (dataGPS.charAt(dollarsignposition + 17) == 'A') //if it is RMC find some stuff
{
SLat = data.substring(dollarsignposition + 19, dollarsignposition + 21); //Record
degrees
SLat += (" ");
// add a space
SLat += data.substring(dollarsignposition + 21, dollarsignposition + 29); //record
decimal degrees
SLat += data.substring(dollarsignposition + 30, dollarsignposition + 31); //add the
N or S
SLong = data.substring(dollarsignposition + 33, dollarsignposition + 35); //Record
degrees
SLong += (" ");
//add a space
SLong += data.substring(dollarsignposition + 35, dollarsignposition + 43); //record
the decimal degrees
SLong += data.substring(dollarsignposition + 44, dollarsignposition + 45); //add E
or W
SGPStime = data.substring(dollarsignposition + 7, dollarsignposition + 9); //record
the hour, consider doing a string to float hour time zone conversion
SGPStime += (':');
//record a break
SGPStime += data.substring(dollarsignposition + 9, dollarsignposition + 11);
//record the minutes
SGPStime += ('.');
//record a decimal to show
seconds
SGPStime += data.substring(dollarsignposition + 11, dollarsignposition + 13);
//record seconds
if (dataGPS.charAt(starsignposition - 3) == ',')
is a UBlox RMC line
{
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//make sure this

SGPSdate = data.substring(starsignposition - 8, starsignposition - 6);
//record
the month
SGPSdate += ('/');
//add a slash
SGPSdate += data.substring(starsignposition - 10, starsignposition - 8);
//record
the day
SGPSdate += ('/');
//add a slash
SGPSdate += data.substring(starsignposition - 6, starsignposition - 4);
//record
the year
}
else
{
SGPSdate = data.substring(starsignposition - 12, starsignposition - 10);
//record
the month
SGPSdate += ('/');
//add a slash
SGPSdate += data.substring(starsignposition - 14, starsignposition - 12);
//record
the day
SGPSdate += ('/');
//add a slash
SGPSdate += data.substring(starsignposition - 10, starsignposition - 9);
//record
the year
}
foundRMC = true;
}
else
{
//Serial1.println("No FIX"); // let the user know theres no fix
SGPSdate += ("No Fix");
SGPStime += ("No Fix");
foundRMC = true;
readit = true;
}
}
}
void RateDetermination()
{
//This function checks the array uploaded by the user to see what soil EC classification
each Zone falls into
if (/*(encoder > 0) &&*/ (encoder < 3))
{
rate1 = 1;
rate2 = 1;
rate3 = 1;
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rate4 = 1;
rate5 = 1;
rate6 = 1;
rate7 = 1;
rate8 = 1;
rate9 = 1;
rate10 = 1;
requiredRate = 1.01;
requiredRateGPM = 1.01;
}
if ((encoder > 3) && (encoder < 58))
{
if (UserData [0][9] = 0) {
//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot1
NRSSV1 = NDVI1;
}
if (UserData [0][9] = 1) {
NRSSV1 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [0][8] = 0) {
NRSSV2 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot2

if (UserData [0][8] = 1) {
NRSSV2 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [0][7] = 0) {
NRSSV3 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot3

if (UserData [0][7] = 1) {
NRSSV3 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [0][6] = 0) {
NRSSV4 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot4

if (UserData [0][6] = 1) {
NRSSV4 = NDVI2;
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}
if (UserData [0][5] = 0) {
NRSSV5 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot5

if (UserData [0][5] = 1) {
NRSSV5 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [0][4] = 0) {
NRSSV6 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot6

if (UserData [0][4] = 1) {
NRSSV6 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [0][3] = 0) {
NRSSV7 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot7

if (UserData [0][3] = 1) {
NRSSV7 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [0][2] = 0) {
NRSSV8 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot8

if (UserData [0][2] = 1) {
NRSSV8 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [0][1] = 0) {
NRSSV9 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot9

if (UserData [0][1] = 1) {
NRSSV9 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [0][0] = 0) {
NRSSV10 = NDVI1;

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot10
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}
if (UserData [0][0] = 1) {
NRSSV10 = NDVI2;
}
calculateRate();
}
if ((encoder > 58) && (encoder < 118))
{
if (UserData [1][9] = 0) {
//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot1
NRSSV1 = NDVI1;
}
if (UserData [1][9] = 1) {
NRSSV1 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [1][8] = 0) {
NRSSV2 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot2

if (UserData [1][8] = 1) {
NRSSV2 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [1][7] = 0) {
NRSSV3 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot3

if (UserData [1][7] = 1) {
NRSSV3 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [1][6] = 0) {
NRSSV4 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot4

if (UserData [1][6] = 1) {
NRSSV4 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [1][5] = 0) {

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot5
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}

NRSSV5 = NDVI1;

if (UserData [1][5] = 1) {
NRSSV5 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [1][4] = 0) {
NRSSV6 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot6

if (UserData [1][4] = 1) {
NRSSV6 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [1][3] = 0) {
NRSSV7 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot7

if (UserData [1][3] = 1) {
NRSSV7 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [1][2] = 0) {
NRSSV8 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot8

if (UserData [1][2] = 1) {
NRSSV8 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [1][1] = 0) {
NRSSV9 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot9

if (UserData [1][1] = 1) {
NRSSV9 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [1][0] = 0) {
NRSSV10 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot10

if (UserData [1][0] = 1) {
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NRSSV10 = NDVI2;
}
calculateRate();
}
if ((encoder > 118) & (encoder < 178))
{
if (UserData [2][9] = 0) {
//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot1
NRSSV1 = NDVI1;
}
if (UserData [2][9] = 1) {
NRSSV1 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [2][8] = 0) {
NRSSV2 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot2

if (UserData [2][8] = 1) {
NRSSV2 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [2][7] = 0) {
NRSSV3 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot3

if (UserData [2][7] = 1) {
NRSSV3 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [2][6] = 0) {
NRSSV4 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot4

if (UserData [2][6] = 1) {
NRSSV4 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [2][5] = 0) {
NRSSV5 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot5
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if (UserData [2][5] = 1) {
NRSSV5 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [2][4] = 0) {
NRSSV6 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot6

if (UserData [2][4] = 1) {
NRSSV6 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [2][3] = 0) {
NRSSV7 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot7

if (UserData [2][3] = 1) {
NRSSV7 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [2][2] = 0) {
NRSSV8 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot8

if (UserData [2][2] = 1) {
NRSSV8 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [2][1] = 0) {
NRSSV9 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot9

if (UserData [2][1] = 1) {
NRSSV9 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [2][0] = 0) {
NRSSV10 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot10

if (UserData [2][0] = 1) {
NRSSV10 = NDVI2;
}
calculateRate();
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}
if ((encoder > 178) & (encoder < 238))
{
if (UserData [3][9] = 0) {
//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot1
NRSSV1 = NDVI1;
}
if (UserData [3][9] = 1) {
NRSSV1 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [3][8] = 0) {
NRSSV2 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot2

if (UserData [3][8] = 1) {
NRSSV2 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [3][7] = 0) {
NRSSV3 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot3

if (UserData [3][7] = 1) {
NRSSV3 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [3][6] = 0) {
NRSSV4 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot4

if (UserData [3][6] = 1) {
NRSSV4 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [3][5] = 0) {
NRSSV5 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot5

if (UserData [3][5] = 1) {
NRSSV5 = NDVI2;
}
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if (UserData [3][4] = 0) {
NRSSV6 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot6

if (UserData [3][4] = 1) {
NRSSV6 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [3][3] = 0) {
NRSSV7 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot7

if (UserData [3][3] = 1) {
NRSSV7 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [3][2] = 0) {
NRSSV8 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot8

if (UserData [3][2] = 1) {
NRSSV8 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [3][1] = 0) {
NRSSV9 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot9

if (UserData [3][1] = 1) {
NRSSV9 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [3][0] = 0) {
NRSSV10 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot10

if (UserData [3][0] = 1) {
NRSSV10 = NDVI2;
}
calculateRate();
}
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if ((encoder > 238) & (encoder < 298))
{
if (UserData [4][9] = 0) {
//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot1
NRSSV1 = NDVI1;
}
if (UserData [4][9] = 1) {
NRSSV1 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [4][8] = 0) {
NRSSV2 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot2

if (UserData [4][8] = 1) {
NRSSV2 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [4][7] = 0) {
NRSSV3 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot3

if (UserData [4][7] = 1) {
NRSSV3 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [4][6] = 0) {
NRSSV4 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot4

if (UserData [4][6] = 1) {
NRSSV4 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [4][5] = 0) {
NRSSV5 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot5

if (UserData [4][5] = 1) {
NRSSV5 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [4][4] = 0) {
NRSSV6 = NDVI1;

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot6
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}
if (UserData [4][4] = 1) {
NRSSV6 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [4][3] = 0) {
NRSSV7 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot7

if (UserData [4][3] = 1) {
NRSSV7 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [4][2] = 0) {
NRSSV8 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot8

if (UserData [4][2] = 1) {
NRSSV8 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [4][1] = 0) {
NRSSV9 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot9

if (UserData [4][1] = 1) {
NRSSV9 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [4][0] = 0) {
NRSSV10 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot10

if (UserData [4][0] = 1) {
NRSSV10 = NDVI2;
}
calculateRate();
}
if ((encoder > 298) & (encoder < 358))
{
if (UserData [5][9] = 0) {
//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot1
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}

NRSSV1 = NDVI1;

if (UserData [5][9] = 1) {
NRSSV1 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [5][8] = 0) {
NRSSV2 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot2

if (UserData [5][8] = 1) {
NRSSV2 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [5][7] = 0) {
NRSSV3 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot3

if (UserData [5][7] = 1) {
NRSSV3 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [5][6] = 0) {
NRSSV4 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot4

if (UserData [5][6] = 1) {
NRSSV4 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [5][5] = 0) {
NRSSV5 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot5

if (UserData [5][5] = 1) {
NRSSV5 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [5][4] = 0) {
NRSSV6 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot6

if (UserData [5][4] = 1) {
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}

NRSSV6 = NDVI2;

if (UserData [5][3] = 0) {
NRSSV7 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot7

if (UserData [5][3] = 1) {
NRSSV7 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [5][2] = 0) {
NRSSV8 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot8

if (UserData [5][2] = 1) {
NRSSV8 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [5][1] = 0) {
NRSSV9 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot9

if (UserData [5][1] = 1) {
NRSSV9 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [5][0] = 0) {
NRSSV10 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot10

if (UserData [5][0] = 1) {
NRSSV10 = NDVI2;
}
calculateRate();
}
if ((encoder > 358) & (encoder < 418))
{
if (UserData [6][0] = 0) {
//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot1
NRSSV1 = NDVI1;
}
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if (UserData [6][0] = 1) {
NRSSV1 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [6][1] = 0) {
NRSSV2 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot2

if (UserData [6][1] = 1) {
NRSSV2 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [6][2] = 0) {
NRSSV3 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot3

if (UserData [6][2] = 1) {
NRSSV3 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [6][3] = 0) {
NRSSV4 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot4

if (UserData [6][3] = 1) {
NRSSV4 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [6][4] = 0) {
NRSSV5 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot5

if (UserData [6][4] = 1) {
NRSSV5 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [6][5] = 0) {
NRSSV6 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot6

if (UserData [6][5] = 1) {
NRSSV6 = NDVI2;
}
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if (UserData [6][6] = 0) {
NRSSV7 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot7

if (UserData [6][6] = 1) {
NRSSV7 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [6][7] = 0) {
NRSSV8 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot8

if (UserData [6][7] = 1) {
NRSSV8 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [6][8] = 0) {
NRSSV9 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot9

if (UserData [6][8] = 1) {
NRSSV9 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [6][9] = 0) {
NRSSV10 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot10

if (UserData [6][9] = 1) {
NRSSV10 = NDVI2;
}
calculateRate();
}
if ((encoder > 418) & (encoder < 478))
{
if (UserData [7][0] = 0) {
//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot1
NRSSV1 = NDVI1;
}
if (UserData [7][0] = 1) {
NRSSV1 = NDVI2;
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}
if (UserData [7][1] = 0) {
NRSSV2 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot2

if (UserData [7][1] = 1) {
NRSSV2 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [7][2] = 0) {
NRSSV3 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot3

if (UserData [7][2] = 1) {
NRSSV3 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [7][3] = 0) {
NRSSV4 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot4

if (UserData [7][3] = 1) {
NRSSV4 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [7][4] = 0) {
NRSSV5 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot5

if (UserData [7][4] = 1) {
NRSSV5 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [7][5] = 0) {
NRSSV6 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot6

if (UserData [7][5] = 1) {
NRSSV6 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [7][6] = 0) {
NRSSV7 = NDVI1;

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot7
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}
if (UserData [7][6] = 1) {
NRSSV7 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [7][7] = 0) {
NRSSV8 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot8

if (UserData [7][7] = 1) {
NRSSV8 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [7][8] = 0) {
NRSSV9 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot9

if (UserData [7][8] = 1) {
NRSSV9 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [7][9] = 0) {
NRSSV10 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot10

if (UserData [7][9] = 1) {
NRSSV10 = NDVI2;
}
calculateRate();
}
if ((encoder > 478) & (encoder < 538))
{
if (UserData [8][0] = 0) {
//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot1
NRSSV1 = NDVI1;
}
if (UserData [8][0] = 1) {
NRSSV1 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [8][1] = 0) {

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot2
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}

NRSSV2 = NDVI1;

if (UserData [8][1] = 1) {
NRSSV2 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [8][2] = 0) {
NRSSV3 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot3

if (UserData [8][2] = 1) {
NRSSV3 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [8][3] = 0) {
NRSSV4 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot4

if (UserData [8][3] = 1) {
NRSSV4 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [8][4] = 0) {
NRSSV5 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot5

if (UserData [8][4] = 1) {
NRSSV5 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [8][5] = 0) {
NRSSV6 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot6

if (UserData [8][5] = 1) {
NRSSV6 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [8][6] = 0) {
NRSSV7 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot7

if (UserData [8][6] = 1) {
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}

NRSSV7 = NDVI2;

if (UserData [8][7] = 0) {
NRSSV8 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot8

if (UserData [8][7] = 1) {
NRSSV8 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [8][8] = 0) {
NRSSV9 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot9

if (UserData [8][8] = 1) {
NRSSV9 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [8][9] = 0) {
NRSSV10 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot10

if (UserData [8][9] = 1) {
NRSSV10 = NDVI2;
}
calculateRate();
}
if ((encoder > 538) & (encoder < 598))
{
if (UserData [9][0] = 0) {
//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot1
NRSSV1 = NDVI1;
}
if (UserData [9][0] = 1) {
NRSSV1 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [9][1] = 0) {
NRSSV2 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot2
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if (UserData [9][1] = 1) {
NRSSV2 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [9][2] = 0) {
NRSSV3 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot3

if (UserData [9][2] = 1) {
NRSSV3 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [9][3] = 0) {
NRSSV4 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot4

if (UserData [9][3] = 1) {
NRSSV4 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [9][4] = 0) {
NRSSV5 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot5

if (UserData [9][4] = 1) {
NRSSV5 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [9][5] = 0) {
NRSSV6 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot6

if (UserData [9][5] = 1) {
NRSSV6 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [9][6] = 0) {
NRSSV7 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot7

if (UserData [9][6] = 1) {
NRSSV7 = NDVI2;
}
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if (UserData [9][7] = 0) {
NRSSV8 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot8

if (UserData [9][7] = 1) {
NRSSV8 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [9][8] = 0) {
NRSSV9 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot9

if (UserData [9][8] = 1) {
NRSSV9 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [9][9] = 0) {
NRSSV10 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot10

if (UserData [9][9] = 1) {
NRSSV10 = NDVI2;
}
calculateRate();
}
if ((encoder > 598) & (encoder < 655))
{
if (UserData [10][0] = 0) {
//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot1
NRSSV1 = NDVI1;
}
if (UserData [10][0] = 1) {
NRSSV1 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [10][1] = 0) {
NRSSV2 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot2

if (UserData [10][1] = 1) {
NRSSV2 = NDVI2;
}
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if (UserData [10][2] = 0) {
NRSSV3 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot3

if (UserData [10][2] = 1) {
NRSSV3 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [10][3] = 0) {
NRSSV4 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot4

if (UserData [10][3] = 1) {
NRSSV4 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [10][4] = 0) {
NRSSV5 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot5

if (UserData [10][4] = 1) {
NRSSV5 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [10][5] = 0) {
NRSSV6 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot6

if (UserData [10][5] = 1) {
NRSSV6 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [10][6] = 0) {
NRSSV7 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot7

if (UserData [10][6] = 1) {
NRSSV7 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [10][7] = 0) {
NRSSV8 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot8
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if (UserData [10][7] = 1) {
NRSSV8 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [10][8] = 0) {
NRSSV9 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot9

if (UserData [10][8] = 1) {
NRSSV9 = NDVI2;
}
if (UserData [10][9] = 0) {
NRSSV10 = NDVI1;
}

//determine the NRS NDVI to use in each plot- Plot10

if (UserData [10][9] = 1) {
NRSSV10 = NDVI2;
}
calculateRate();
}
if (encoder > 655)
{
rate1 = 0;
rate2 = 0;
rate3 = 0;
rate4 = 0;
rate5 = 0;
rate6 = 0;
rate7 = 0;
rate8 = 0;
rate9 = 0;
rate10 = 0;
requiredRate = rate1 + rate2 + rate3 + rate4 + rate5 + rate6 + rate7 + rate8 + rate9 +
rate10;
}
}
int calculateRate()
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{
Speed = 427;
//Serial1.println("Speed");
//Serial1.println(Speed);
double NUE;
NUE = 0.50;
//Serial1.println("NUE");
//Serial1.println(NUE);
double PercentN;
PercentN = 0.04;
//Serial1.println("PercentN");
//Serial1.println(PercentN);
//Serial1.println("DAE");
//Serial1.println(DAE);
double RI1;
double RI2;
double RI3;
double RI4;
double RI5;
double RI6;
double RI7;
double RI8;
double RI9;
double RI10;
double INSEY1;
double INSEY2;
double INSEY3;
double INSEY4;
double INSEY5;
double INSEY6;
double INSEY7;
double INSEY8;
double INSEY9;
double INSEY10;
double YP0_1;
double YP0_2;
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double YP0_3;
double YP0_4;
double YP0_5;
double YP0_6;
double YP0_7;
double YP0_8;
double YP0_9;
double YP0_10;
double NRATE1;
double NRATE2;
double NRATE3;
double NRATE4;
double NRATE5;
double NRATE6;
double NRATE7;
double NRATE8;
double NRATE9;
double NRATE10;
double rate1GPA;
double rate2GPA;
double rate3GPA;
double rate4GPA;
double rate5GPA;
double rate6GPA;
double rate7GPA;
double rate8GPA;
double rate9GPA;
double rate10GPA;
double realRate1;
double realRate2;
double realRate3;
double realRate4;
double realRate5;
double realRate6;
double realRate7;
double realRate8;
double realRate9;
double realRate10;
double rate1GPM;
double rate2GPM;
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double rate3GPM;
double rate4GPM;
double rate5GPM;
double rate6GPM;
double rate7GPM;
double rate8GPM;
double rate9GPM;
double rate10GPM;
double requiredRateGPM;
//Filtered Sensor Data to keep the string from over flowing the memory, probably not
the most effective way of solving this but will make due for now
float FSensor1 = 0;
float FSensor2 = 0;
float FSensor3 = 0;
float FSensor4 = 0;
float FSensor5 = 0;
float FSensor6 = 0;
float FSensor7 = 0;
float FSensor8 = 0;
float FSensor9 = 0;
float FSensor10 = 0;
if (Sensor1 >= 1)
{
FSensor1 = (NRSSV1 - .01);
}
else
{
FSensor1 = Sensor1;
}
if (Sensor2 >= 1)
{
FSensor2 = (NRSSV2 - .01);
}
else
{
FSensor2 = Sensor2;
}
if (Sensor3 >= 1)
{
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FSensor3 = (NRSSV3 - .01);
}
else
{
FSensor3 = Sensor3;
}
if (Sensor4 >= 1)
{
FSensor4 = (NRSSV4 - .01);
}
else
{
FSensor4 = Sensor4;
}
if (Sensor5 >= 1)
{
FSensor5 = (NRSSV5 - .01);
}
else
{
FSensor5 = Sensor5;
}
if (Sensor6 >= 1)
{
FSensor6 = (NRSSV6 - .01);
}
else
{
FSensor6 = Sensor6;
}
if (Sensor7 >= 1)
{
FSensor7 = (NRSSV7 - .01);
}
else
{
FSensor7 = Sensor7;
}
if (Sensor8 >= 1)
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{

FSensor8 = (NRSSV8 - .01);

}
else
{
FSensor8 = Sensor8;
}

if (Sensor9 >= 1)
{
FSensor9 = (NRSSV9 - .01);
}
else
{
FSensor9 = Sensor9;
}
if (Sensor10 >= 1)
{
FSensor10 = (NRSSV10 - .01);
}
else
{
FSensor10 = Sensor10;
}
//Serial1.println("NRSSV1");
//Serial1.println(NRSSV1);
//Serial1.println("Sensor1");
//Serial1.println(Sensor1);
RI1 = (NRSSV1 / FSensor1);
//Serial1.println("RI1");
//Serial1.println(RI1);
RI2 = (NRSSV2 / FSensor2);
RI3 = (NRSSV3 / FSensor3);
RI4 = (NRSSV4 / FSensor4);
RI5 = (NRSSV5 / FSensor5);
RI6 = (NRSSV6 / FSensor6);
RI7 = (NRSSV7 / FSensor7);
RI8 = (NRSSV8 / FSensor8);
RI9 = (NRSSV9 / FSensor9);
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RI10 = (NRSSV10 / FSensor10);
INSEY1 = (Sensor1 / DAE);
//Serial1.println("INSEY1");
//Serial1.println(INSEY1);
INSEY2 = (FSensor2 / DAE);
INSEY3 = (FSensor3 / DAE);
INSEY4 = (FSensor4 / DAE);
INSEY5 = (FSensor5 / DAE);
INSEY6 = (FSensor6 / DAE);
INSEY7 = (FSensor7 / DAE);
INSEY8 = (FSensor8 / DAE);
INSEY9 = (FSensor9 / DAE);
INSEY10 = (FSensor10 / DAE);
YP0_1 = 413.46 * (pow(2.7182818284590452353602874713527, (104.98 *
INSEY1)));
//Serial1.println("YP0_1");
//Serial1.println(YP0_1);
YP0_2 = 413.46 * (pow(2.7182818284590452353602874713527 , (104.98 *
INSEY2)));
YP0_3 = 413.46 * (pow(2.7182818284590452353602874713527 , (104.98 *
INSEY3)));
YP0_4 = 413.46 * (pow(2.7182818284590452353602874713527 , (104.98 *
INSEY4)));
YP0_5 = 413.46 * (pow(2.7182818284590452353602874713527 , (104.98 *
INSEY5)));
YP0_6 = 413.46 * (pow(2.7182818284590452353602874713527 , (104.98 *
INSEY6)));
YP0_7 = 413.46 * (pow(2.7182818284590452353602874713527 , (104.98 *
INSEY7)));
YP0_8 = 413.46 * (pow(2.7182818284590452353602874713527 , (104.98 *
INSEY8)));
YP0_9 = 413.46 * (pow(2.7182818284590452353602874713527 , (104.98 *
INSEY9)));
YP0_10 = 413.46 * (pow(2.7182818284590452353602874713527 , (104.98 *
INSEY10)));
NRATE1 = ((((YP0_1 * RI1) - YP0_1) * PercentN) / NUE); //This is the pounds of N
required per acre
Serial1.println("NRATE1");
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Serial1.println(NRATE1);
NRATE2 = ((((YP0_2 * RI2) - YP0_2) * PercentN) / NUE);
NRATE3 = ((((YP0_3 * RI3) - YP0_3) * PercentN) / NUE);
NRATE4 = ((((YP0_4 * RI4) - YP0_4) * PercentN) / NUE);
NRATE5 = ((((YP0_5 * RI5) - YP0_5) * PercentN) / NUE);
NRATE6 = ((((YP0_6 * RI6) - YP0_6) * PercentN) / NUE);
NRATE7 = ((((YP0_7 * RI7) - YP0_7) * PercentN) / NUE);
NRATE8 = ((((YP0_8 * RI8) - YP0_8) * PercentN) / NUE);
NRATE9 = ((((YP0_9 * RI9) - YP0_9) * PercentN) / NUE);
NRATE10 = ((((YP0_10 * RI10) - YP0_10) * PercentN) / NUE);
double TotalNRate;
TotalNRate = (NRATE1 + NRATE2 + NRATE3 + NRATE4 + NRATE5 + NRATE6 +
NRATE7 + NRATE8 + NRATE9 + NRATE10);
rate1GPA = (NRATE1 / 2.63);
acre
Serial1.println("rate1GPA");
Serial1.println(rate1GPA);

//RNRate is the gallons of 25S needed per

rate2GPA = (NRATE2 / 2.63);
rate3GPA = (NRATE3 / 2.63);
rate4GPA = (NRATE4 / 2.63);
rate5GPA = (NRATE5 / 2.63);
rate6GPA = (NRATE6 / 2.63);
rate7GPA = (NRATE7 / 2.63);
rate8GPA = (NRATE8 / 2.63);
rate9GPA = (NRATE9 / 2.63);
rate10GPA = (NRATE10 / 2.63);
rate1GPM = ((rate1GPA) * (Speed) * (width1) * (.0166667) / 43560); //convert GPA
to GPM for the actual application, make sure width and acres are in feet for the
conversion to work
Serial1.println("rate1GPM");
Serial1.println(rate1GPM);
rate2GPM = ((rate2GPA) * (Speed) * (width1) * (.0166667) / 43560);
rate3GPM = ((rate3GPA) * (Speed) * (width1) * (.0166667) / 43560);
rate4GPM = ((rate4GPA) * (Speed) * (width1) * (.0166667) / 43560);
rate5GPM = ((rate5GPA) * (Speed) * (width1) * (.0166667) / 43560);
rate6GPM = ((rate6GPA) * (Speed) * (width1) * (.0166667) / 43560);
rate7GPM = ((rate7GPA) * (Speed) * (width1) * (.0166667) / 43560);
rate8GPM = ((rate8GPA) * (Speed) * (width1) * (.0166667) / 43560);
rate9GPM = ((rate9GPA) * (Speed) * (width1) * (.0166667) / 43560);
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rate10GPM = ((rate10GPA) * (Speed) * (width2) * (.0166667) / 43560);
//requiredRate = rate1 + rate3 + rate5 + rate7 + rate9;
//requiredRateGPM = rate1GPM + rate2GPM + rate3GPM + rate4GPM + rate5GPM +
rate6GPM + rate7GPM + rate8GPM + rate9GPM + rate10GPM;
//MAXNRATE =
(RNRATE1+RNRATE2+RNRATE3+RNRATE4+RNRATE5+RNRATE6+RNRATE7+
RNRATE8+RNRATE9+RNRATE10); //add all of the rates together to set the mainline
flow rate
realRate1 = (rate1GPM * 63.0901964); //(rate1GPA / 43560) * (Speed) * (1 / 60) *
(width1)
//convert rates from Gal/Min to ml/Sec
Serial1.println("realRate1");
Serial1.println(realRate1);
realRate2 = (rate2GPM * 63.0901964);
realRate3 = (rate3GPM * 63.0901964);
realRate4 = (rate4GPM * 63.0901964);
realRate5 = (rate5GPM * 63.0901964);
realRate6 = (rate6GPM * 63.0901964);
realRate7 = (rate7GPM * 63.0901964);
realRate8 = (rate8GPM * 63.0901964);
realRate9 = (rate9GPM * 63.0901964);
realRate10 = (rate10GPM * 63.0901964);
if ((realRate1 >= 0) && (realRate1 < 3))
{
rate1 = 1.5;
}
if ((realRate1 > 3) && (realRate1 < 6))
{
rate1 = 4.5;
}
if ((realRate1 > 6) && (realRate1 < 9))
{
rate1 = 7.5;
}
if ((realRate1 > 9) && (realRate1 < 12))
{
rate1 = 10.5;
}
if ((realRate1 >= 12))
{
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}

rate1 = 13.5;

if ((realRate2 >= 0) && (realRate2 < 3))
{
rate2 = 1.5;
}
if ((realRate2 > 3) && (realRate2 < 6))
{
rate2 = 4.5;
}
if ((realRate2 > 6) && (realRate2 < 9))
{
rate2 = 7.5;
}
if ((realRate2 > 9) && (realRate2 < 12))
{
rate2 = 10.5;
}
if ((realRate2 >= 12))
{
rate2 = 13.5;
}
if ((realRate3 > 0) && (realRate3
{
rate3 = 1.5;
}
if ((realRate3 > 3) && (realRate3
{
rate3 = 4.5;
}
if ((realRate3 > 6) && (realRate3
{
rate3 = 7.5;
}
if ((realRate3 > 9) && (realRate3
{
rate3 = 10.5;
}
if ((realRate3 >= 12))
{
rate3 = 13.5;

< 3))

< 6))

< 9))

< 12))
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}
if ((realRate4 >= 0) && (realRate4 < 3))
{
rate4 = 1.5;
}
if ((realRate4 > 3) && (realRate4 < 6))
{
rate4 = 4.5;
}
if ((realRate4 > 6) && (realRate4 < 9))
{
rate4 = 7.5;
}
if ((realRate4 > 9) && (realRate4 < 12))
{
rate4 = 10.5;
}
if ((realRate4 >= 12))
{
rate4 = 13.5;
}
if ((realRate5 >= 0) && (realRate5 < 3))
{
rate5 = 1.5;
}
if ((realRate5 > 3) && (realRate5 < 6))
{
rate5 = 4.5;
}
if ((realRate5 > 6) && (realRate5 < 9))
{
rate5 = 7.5;
}
if ((realRate5 > 9) && (realRate5 < 12))
{
rate5 = 10.5;
}
if ((realRate5 >= 12))
{
rate5 = 13.5;
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}
if ((realRate6 >= 0) && (realRate6 < 3))
{
rate6 = 1.5;
}
if ((realRate6 > 3) && (realRate6 < 6))
{
rate6 = 4.5;
}
if ((realRate6 > 6) && (realRate6 < 9))
{
rate6 = 7.5;
}
if ((realRate6 > 9) && (realRate6 < 12))
{
rate6 = 10.5;
}
if ((realRate6 >= 12))
{
rate6 = 13.5;
}
if ((realRate7 >= 0) && (realRate7 < 3))
{
rate7 = 1.5;
}
if ((realRate7 > 3) && (realRate7 < 6))
{
rate7 = 4.5;
}
if ((realRate7 > 6) && (realRate7 < 9))
{
rate7 = 7.5;
}
if ((realRate7 > 9) && (realRate7 < 12))
{
rate7 = 10.5;
}
if ((realRate7 >= 12))
{
rate7 = 13.5;
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}
if ((realRate8 >= 0) && (realRate8 < 3))
{
rate8 = 1.5;
}
if ((realRate8 > 3) && (realRate8 < 6))
{
rate8 = 4.5;
}
if ((realRate8 > 6) && (realRate8 < 9))
{
rate8 = 7.5;
}
if ((realRate8 > 9) && (realRate8 < 12))
{
rate8 = 10.5;
}
if ((realRate8 >= 12))
{
rate8 = 13.5;
}

if ((realRate9 >= 0) && (realRate9 < 3))
{
rate9 = 1.5;
}
if ((realRate9 > 3) && (realRate9 < 6))
{
rate9 = 4.5;
}
if ((realRate9 > 6) && (realRate9 < 9))
{
rate9 = 7.5;
}
if ((realRate9 > 9) && (realRate9 < 12))
{
rate9 = 10.5;
}
if ((realRate9 >= 12))
{
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}

rate9 = 13.5;

if ((realRate10 >= 0) && (realRate10 < 3))
{
rate10 = 1.5;
}
if ((realRate10 > 3) && (realRate10 < 6))
{
rate10 = 4.5;
}
if ((realRate10 > 6) && (realRate10 < 9))
{
rate10 = 7.5;
}
if ((realRate10 > 9) && (realRate10 < 12))
{
rate10 = 10.5;
}
if ((realRate10 >= 12))
{
rate10 = 13.5;
}
requiredRate = rate1 + rate2 + rate3 + rate4 + rate5 + rate6 + rate7 + rate8 + rate9 +
rate10;
requiredRateGPM = (requiredRate / 63.0901964);
Serial1.println("Required Rate GPM");
Serial1.println(requiredRateGPM);
saveData();
delay(10);
dataString = "LB/N/acre";
dataString += ",";
dataString += NRATE1;
dataString += ",";
dataString += NRATE2;
dataString += ",";
dataString += NRATE3;
dataString += ",";
dataString += NRATE4;
dataString += ",";
dataString += NRATE5;
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dataString += ",";
dataString += NRATE6;
dataString += ",";
dataString += NRATE7;
dataString += ",";
dataString += NRATE8;
dataString += ",";
dataString += NRATE9;
dataString += ",";
dataString += NRATE10;
dataString += ",";
dataString += TotalNRate;
dataString += ",";
saveData();
delay(10);
dataString += "real ml/Sec";
dataString += ",";
dataString += realRate1;
dataString += ",";
dataString += realRate2;
dataString += ",";
dataString += realRate3;
dataString += ",";
dataString += realRate4;
dataString += ",";
dataString += realRate5;
dataString += ",";
dataString += realRate6;
dataString += ",";
dataString += realRate7;
dataString += ",";
dataString += realRate8;
dataString += ",";
dataString += realRate9;
dataString += ",";
dataString += realRate10;
dataString += ",";
saveData();
delay(10);
dataString += "class ml/Sec";
dataString += ",";
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dataString += rate1;
dataString += ",";
dataString += rate2;
dataString += ",";
dataString += rate3;
dataString += ",";
dataString += rate4;
dataString += ",";
dataString += rate5;
dataString += ",";
dataString += rate6;
dataString += ",";
dataString += rate7;
dataString += ",";
dataString += rate8;
dataString += ",";
dataString += rate9;
dataString += ",";
dataString += rate10;
dataString += ",";
dataString += requiredRate;
dataString += ",";
}
void getPressure()
{
pressureValue = analogRead(pressureInput); //reads value from input pin and assigns to
variable
pressureValue = ((pressureValue - pressureZero) * pressuretransducermaxPSI) /
(pressureMax - pressureZero); //conversion equation to convert analog reading to psi
Serial1.print(pressureValue, 1); //prints value from previous line to serial
Serial1.println("psi"); //prints label to serial
}
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Appendix B
The field node program
The field node is used to collect GreenSeeker data for the controller and apply
nitrogen to the field as the lateral moves. The program is uploaded to an Arduino mega
for each individual field node. The code below is for field node 1, you can change the R1
and S1 in the first two string declarations to R2 and S2 for field node 2. This method can
be used for up to ten field nodes. Figure 2.7, originally shown in Chapter 2 of this thesis,
is the flow chart developed for this program and is shown below. To use this program for
a field node, copy and paste the entire code into the Arduino IDE and upload it to an
Arduino Mega.

Figure 2.9. The program flow chart for the field nodes.
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String NodeString1 = "R1";
String NodeString2 = "S1";
char incomingByte = 0;
//This is the character for an
incoming byte on over the serial port, it is added to a string and then parsed into a
command
String command;
//This is the string the incoming byte
is added to that the function parseCommand uses
float MainlineFlowRate = 1;
//This is the integer value used by
the function DoMath that makes up the overall flow rate of the main line. It is the
denominator in the ratio of supplied flow and required flow.
float RequiredFlowRate = 1;
//This is the integer value used by
the function DoMath that represents the desired flow rate from the solenoid valve.
int RelayPower = 13;
//This is the relay that controls the
solenoid valve relays power
int Relay = 12;
//This is the relay that controls the
solenoid valve
int SensorRelay = 11;
float timeON;
//This is the amount of time the relay
needs to be held on, its origanlly used in this function but is used in the pulse relay
function as well so I made it global
float timeOFF;
//This is the amount of time the relay
needs to be held off, its origin story is the same as timeOn's
boolean ValueChange = false;
float GlobalSensorValue;
unsigned long R1resetVector = 0;
boolean ZeroValue = false;
int x = 0;
String str;
void setup()
{
Serial.begin(9600);
//open the serial port so you can send
data over the xbee radio
Serial1.begin(115200);
//open the serial port so you can
recive data from the greenseeker
Serial2.begin(115200);
//open the serial port so you can
use a another arduino for serial pass through debugging
pinMode(Relay , OUTPUT);
//Set the pin controlling the
relay as an output pin
pinMode(RelayPower , OUTPUT);
//Set the pin controlling the
relay power as an output pin
pinMode(SensorRelay, OUTPUT);
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digitalWrite(RelayPower , HIGH);
relay power as a 5 volt power source
}

//Set the pin controlling the

void loop()
{
while (ZeroValue == true)
{
//Serial2.println("Inside zero value true loop");
digitalWrite(Relay, HIGH);
//trigger the GreenSeeker to take a reading
SerialFunction();
}
if (ZeroValue == false)
{
//Serial2.println("Inside zero value false loop");
RelayPulse();
//Take the time values from DoMath
and hold the relay open and closed for five cycles.
}
}
void DoMath() {
//Serial2.println("Inside Do Math");
//Serial2.println("Calculating the relay pulse times... ");
//Am i even making it into
this loop?
//Serial2.print("Mainline Flow Rate = ");
//Serial2.println(MainlineFlowRate);
//Serial2.print("Required Flow Rate = ");
//Serial2.println(RequiredFlowRate);
float FlowRateRatio;
//This will represent the decimal
value given by deviding the RequiredFlowRate by the MainlineFlowRate
float SecondsON;
//This will represent the total amount
of time in a minute the relay shoul be held open
float SecondsOFF;
//This will represent the total
amount of time in a minute the relay should be held closed
FlowRateRatio = RequiredFlowRate / MainlineFlowRate;
//This is where the
FlowRateRatio is detemined by deviding the RequiredFlowRate by the
MainlineFlowRate
//Serial2.print ("FlowRateRatio = ");
//Serial2.println (FlowRateRatio);
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SecondsON = 60000 * FlowRateRatio;
//This is where seconds on
is determined by multiplying 60000 mili seconds (1minute) by the flow rate ratio
SecondsOFF = 60000 - SecondsON;
//This is where seconds off
is determinded by subrtacing the second on from 60000 mili seconds
timeON = SecondsON;
//In order to maintain system
pressure, the relay will "pulse" on and off through out the minute. 5 could be any number,
lab testing of the solenoid will help determine the best number later
timeOFF = SecondsOFF;
//Same thing just how long the
relay is held off
//Serial2.print("SecondsON = ");
//Serial2.println(SecondsON);
is
//Serial2.print("SecondsOFF = ");
//Serial2.println(SecondsOFF);
//Serial2.print("timeON = ");
//Serial2.println(timeON);
//Serial2.print("timeOFF = ");
//Serial2.println(timeOFF);
ValueChange = false;
}

//tell the user where the code is
//tell the user what the timeON
//tell the user where the code is
//tell the user where the code is
//tell the user what the timeON is
//tell the user where the code is
//tell the user what the timeOFF is

return;

//leave this loop

long timeSinceLastUpdate;
long newTimeOn ;
long timeToAdd;
long timeONcounter;
float outputPerSec;
float totalOutput;
float totalOutputLeft;
float totalRequiredOutput;
float updatedRate;
float estimatedOutputWithUpdate;
boolean startClock;
void updatePulse()
{
timeSinceLastUpdate = millis() - timeSinceLastUpdate ;
newTimeOn = ((RequiredFlowRate / updatedRate) * 60000);
outputPerSec = (RequiredFlowRate / newTimeOn);
estimatedOutputWithUpdate = (timeSinceLastUpdate * outputPerSec);
totalOutput = (totalOutput + estimatedOutputWithUpdate);
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}

totalOutputLeft = totalRequiredOutput - totalOutput;
timeToAdd = (totalOutputLeft / outputPerSec);
timeONcounter = timeONcounter + timeToAdd;
timeSinceLastUpdate = millis();

void RelayPulse() {
//This is the function that pulses the
relay on and off, it should be run the number of times of the SecondsON and
SecondsOFF vlaues were devided by
//Serial2.println("Pulsing the solenoid valves...");
//Let the user know where
the code is
if (startClock == true)
{
DoMath();
//Take the values returned from parse
Command and calculate the amount of time the relay should be held on and held off over
the course of a minute and then split that into 5 segments for system pressure reasons
totalOutput = 0;
timeSinceLastUpdate = millis();
timeONcounter = millis() + timeON;
startClock = false;
}
if (timeONcounter > millis()) {
digitalWrite(Relay, LOW);
SerialFunction();
incoming data
}

//Turn the relay pin on
//Go to the function that handles this

else {
digitalWrite(Relay, HIGH);
SerialFunction();
incoming data
}
}

//Turn the relay pin off
//Go to the function that handles this

void SerialFunction() {
if (Serial.available() > 0)
this
{

//If data is coming in, stop and do
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incomingByte = Serial.read();
//anything coming in on the
serial port is set as the chacter incomingByte
//Serial2.print(incomingByte);
if (incomingByte == '\n')
//If the user hits enter it should be a
null character, meaning they're finished inputing a command
{
parseCommand(command);
//Go to the function
parseCommand and take the string called command with you
//Serial2.print("Command = ");
Serial2.println(command);
command = "";
//empty the string called command
}
else
//if this is not a null character
{
command += incomingByte;
//add the incoming Bytes to
the string "command"
}
}
//return;
}
void parseCommand(String com)
//This function takes the
string "command" from the main loop, parses it, and then returns two values to be used
by another function called MainlineFlowRate and RequiredFlowRate
{
//Serial2.println("In parse command");
String part1;
//String part1 is used to find which
command was sent. Either MainlineFlowRate or RequiredFlowRate
String part2;
//String part2 is used to find what the
mainline flow rate is and what the desired flow rate is
part1 = com.substring(0, com.indexOf(","));
command and sets part1 to the first word sent be the user
part2 = com.substring(com.indexOf(",") + 1);
command and sets part2 to the 2 digits following the word
if (part1.equalsIgnoreCase("SR"))
{
Serial2.print("reading sensor");
GlobalSensorValue = 1000;
while (GlobalSensorValue == 1000)
{
takeReading();
}
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//This reads the string
//This reads the string

}
if (part1.equalsIgnoreCase(NodeString1))
{
Serial2.println("sending data");
SendSensorData();
}
if (part1.equalsIgnoreCase("ML"))
//if the command from the
serial port is MainlineFlowRate set the following two digits as the MainlineFlowRate
{
MainlineFlowRate = part2.toFloat();
//set the 2 digits following the
word MainlineFlowRate (part2) as the global integer MainlineFlowRate
if (MainlineFlowRate == 0)
{
ZeroValue = true;
Serial2.println("ML - ZeroValue = true now");
}
else
{
ZeroValue = false;
Serial2.println("ML - ZeroValue = false now");
}
Serial2.print("MainlineFlowRate = ");
//report to the serial port where
the code is
Serial2.println(MainlineFlowRate);
//report to the serial port what
the MainlineFlowRate has been set to
}
if (part1.equalsIgnoreCase(NodeString2))
//if the command from
the serial port is RequiredFlowRate set the following 2 digits as the RequiredFlowRate
{
RequiredFlowRate = part2.toFloat();
//set the 2 digits following the
word RequiredFlowRate (part2) as the global integer RequiredFlowRate
if (RequiredFlowRate == 0)
{
ZeroValue = true;
Serial2.println("S1 - ZeroValue = true now");
}
else
{
ZeroValue = false;
Serial2.println("S1 - ZeroValue = false now");
startClock = true;
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}
Serial2.print("RequiredFlowRate = ");
where the code is
Serial2.println(RequiredFlowRate);
the RequiredFlowRate has been set to
//ValueChange = true;
}

//report to the serial port
//report to the serial port what

//Serial2.println("past true");

if (part1.equalsIgnoreCase("RU"))
//if the command from the
serial port is Rate Update (RU)
{
updatedRate = part2.toFloat();
updatePulse();
}
else
//if the commands dont match
MainlineFlowRate or RequiredFlowRate, let the user know something is up
{
//Serial.println("COMMAND NOT RECOGNIZED");
}
}
void takeReading()
{
float sensorvalue = 0;
R1resetVector = millis();
while (sensorvalue == 0) {
digitalWrite(Relay, HIGH);
digitalWrite(SensorRelay, LOW);
if (Serial1.available() > 0)
{
//read the incoming byte:
incomingByte = Serial1.read();
//Serial2.print(incomingByte);
if (incomingByte == ',') {
str = String("");
return;
}
if (incomingByte == '\n') {
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//Serial2.println(str);
if (str.indexOf('$') != -1) {
//error code
Serial2.println("too cloe or too far ERROR");
str = String(8);
//send error code 8: this means the
sensor got a too close or too far reading
//return;
}
sensorvalue = str.toFloat();
//return;
Serial2.println(sensorvalue);
} else {
str += incomingByte;
}
}
if (millis() > R1resetVector + 1300)
{
sensorvalue = (9);
was a time out error
Serial2.println("Senosr 1 time out error");
digitalWrite(SensorRelay, HIGH);
}

}

//send error code 9: this means there

}
digitalWrite(SensorRelay, HIGH);
GlobalSensorValue = sensorvalue;

void SendSensorData()
{
String sensorString;
sensorString = (NodeString2);
sensorString = (sensorString + ",");
sensorString = (sensorString + GlobalSensorValue);
Serial.println(sensorString);
Serial2.print("sensor string ");
Serial2.println(sensorString);
}
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Appendix C
The encoder node program
The encoder node is used to record the lateral’s distance travelled during
application. The program is uploaded to a separate Arduino mega to reduce the chances
of the rotary encoder’s ISR from freezing the controller. Figure 2.8, originally shown in
Chapter 2 of this thesis, is the flow chart developed for this program and is shown below.
To use this program for the encoder node, copy and paste the entire code into the Arduino
IDE and upload it to an Arduino Mega.

Figure 2.8. The program flow chart for the encoder node.
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// Red - 5V
// Black - GND
const int encoder_a = 2; // Green - pin 2 - Digital
const int encoder_b = 3; // White - pin 3 - Digital
volatile float encoder = 0;
float encoderCal = 0;
int LED = 13;
char incomingByte = 0;
String command;
String encoderString = "0";
unsigned long EresetVector = 0;
void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600);
Serial1.begin(9600);
pinMode(encoder_a, INPUT_PULLUP);
pinMode(encoder_b, INPUT_PULLUP);
attachInterrupt(0, encoderPinChangeA, CHANGE);
attachInterrupt(1, encoderPinChangeB, CHANGE);
pinMode(LED, OUTPUT);
}
void loop() {
if (Serial.available() > 0)
{
EresetVector = millis();
SerialFunction();
if (millis() > EresetVector + 1000)
{
Serial1.println("encoder error");
return;
}
}
}
void encoderPinChangeA() {
encoder += digitalRead(encoder_a) == digitalRead(encoder_b) ? -1 : 1;
return;
}
void encoderPinChangeB() {
encoder += digitalRead(encoder_a) != digitalRead(encoder_b) ? -1 : 1;
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}

return;

void SerialFunction() {
if (Serial.available() > 0)
//If data is coming in, stop and do this
{
incomingByte = Serial.read(); //anything coming in on the serial port is set as the
chacter incomingByte
Serial1.print(incomingByte);
if (incomingByte == '\n')
//If the user hits enter it should be a null character,
meaning they're finished inputing a command
{
parseCommand(command);
//Go to the function parseCommand and take the
string called command with you
Serial1.print("Command = ");
Serial1.println(command);
command = "";
//empty the string called command
}
else
//if this is not a null character
{
command += incomingByte; //add the incoming Bytes to the string "command"
}
}
return;
}
void parseCommand(String com)
//This function takes the string
"command" from the main loop, parses it, and then returns two values to be used by
another function called MainlineFlowRate and RequiredFlowRate
{
String part1;
//String part1 is used to find which command
was sent. Either MainlineFlowRate or RequiredFlowRate
String part2;
//String part2 is used to find what the mainline
flow rate is and what the desired flow rate is
part1 = com.substring(0, com.indexOf(","));
//This reads the string
command and sets part1 to the first word sent be the user
Serial1.print("part1 ");
Serial1.println(part1);
if (part1.equalsIgnoreCase("ER"))
//if the command from the serial port is
MainlineFlowRate set the following two digits as the MainlineFlowRate
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{

encoderCal = (encoder*.00056112024005143959419875687647353);
//this line converts the raw encoder value to feet. Just run the lateral for a certain distacne
and then dived the distance it went by the encoder value to get a calabration value.
encoderString = ("ER,");
encoderString = (encoderString + encoderCal);
Serial.println(encoderString);
//set the 2 digits following the word
MainlineFlowRate (part2) as the global integer MainlineFlowRate
Serial1.println("encoder String");
//set the 2 digits following the
word MainlineFlowRate (part2) as the global integer MainlineFlowRate
Serial1.println(encoderString);
//set the 2 digits following the word
MainlineFlowRate (part2) as the global integer MainlineFlowRate
encoderString = ("");
}
}
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